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Admissions Building Blockaded:

Students Unite In March Against Discrimination

BY GAIA DILORETO
News Writer

"Ignorance will no t be tolerated," was the theme this past
week. Following the Tuesday,
March 23 issue of The Tripod, a
controversy erupted on campus
concerning an article written by
Features Editor Jonathan
Heuser. The article was entitled
"Connecticut Limousine and
World Hunger Go Hand in
Hand, I Guess."
The article prompted
members of the Trinity community to organize and protest the
article. Signs were posted in
Mather Hall, and over the Cook
arch. The signs contained quotes
from Heuser's article and the
statements "Ignorance Will Not
Be Tolerated" and "This is our
home. Learn about us before
you make assumptions," juxtaposed to the Puerto Rican flag.
On Thursday, March 25,
La Voz Latina (LVL) and other
students set up a petition in the
Mather Lobby, asking for the
removal of Jonathan as Features
editor of The Tripod. Approxi-

mately 200 people signed the
petition.
Thursday night there was
an open dialogue meeting that
organized in Mather Lobby and
moved to 70 Vernon Street
Channel 61 (Fox) was present to
cover the story. Over 100 students were present at the meeting, along with Associate Deans
of Students Mary Thomas and
KirkPeters,Dr. Ronald Thomas,
Associate Professor of English,
and Eddie Perez, Director of
Community Relations and Affirmative Action. The discussion was lead by Marlon
Quintanilla '94, President of
LVL.
Racism and prejudice
were at the center of the discussion. "Iwouldhatetohavethese
ideas swept under the rug," said
Quintanilla, "It is up to us [students] to make changes on this
campus." Eric Johnson'94, was
enthusiastic about the meeting,
"What's happening here [organized concern against racism] is
something I have never seen in
the three years I've been at Trinity College," he said.

Tensions rose as the debate increased. Dean Thomas
spoke briefly to encourage and
show her support of the action
being taken. Dr. Jack Chatfield,
Associate Professor of History,
interrupted the discussion to
inform all present that Jonathan
Heuser was in the building and
he would like to address the
students. Mr. Heuser entered
and said, "I arri not a racist; this
wasn't meant to be a racist attack; I apologize. My point was
misinterpreted. I am interested
in hearing what people feel; I
did not intend to offend anyone."
The following day, on Friday, March 26, students met in
the Mather lobby, and marched
past The Tripod office in route to
the admissions office. Along
the way, students were chanting "Latinos, unidos, jamas
seran vencibos." (Latinos,
united, shall no longer be defeated.)
When the Admissions
Office was reached Quintanilla,
Andrew Wang '94, President of
Asian Students International

KELLY COLUS
Students marched on the Williams administration
building to demand equality for all races.
Association (A.S.I.A.); Annette students, entered the building.
Fernandez '96, LVL Vice Presi- Associate Dean of Students Kirk
dent; Deborah McBride '93, Peters was also invited, but did
President of Community Out- not attend.
reach; Brian Kelly, Director of
Quintanilla had a list of
Campus Safety; Dean Thomas, demands that had been disKathleen Duggan, Director of cussed in a closed session the
Residential Life; Angela previous evening. Several stuRingwood, Assistant Director of dents were dispatched to blockAdmissions and Coordinator of ade the doors of the building,
Minority Recruitment; Susan including entrances at Central
Pikor, Special Assistant to the Services and the main entrance
President; Perez, and a few other
Please turn to page 8

Prohibiting Smoking Supported Widely
BY PATRICK GINGRAS
News Writer
Dean of Students David
Winer called a meeting on
Thursday, March 25, to rationalize the demands made by
Trinity students at the Trustee
Meeting of March 20th. Dean
Winer asked the three Student
Government Association offic-

ers to attend, as wel! as director of Campus Safety Brian
Kelly, Student Activities Coor«
dinalor Beth Corbin, and Associate Dean of Students Kirk Peters, A Tripod representative
' was also asked to the meeting.
The meeting was specifically to itemize the demands
• made by students on changes
please turn to page 9

1993-94 Budget Released
BY BRYAN SATTER
News Writer
After a long and grueling decision making process,
the Board of Trustees approved
the Trinity budget for the 199394 fiscal year. As expected, the
operating costs of the school
rose, up 4.9% from last year to
$58, 039, 385. Consistent with
the rise in the budget was the
increase in student's tuition,
which will rise to $23, 900, up
from $22, 780.
The proposed expenses
included increased spending in
many of Trinity's programs.
Mr. Alan Sauer, Trinity's Business Manager and Budget Director was pleased with the
process and noted the fact that

this was the twenty-second consecutive year Trinity has
adopted a balanced budget.
"We want to keep the college
competitive," he said. "Our
goals were to keep tuition increases minimal, while still providing increased financial aid.
We wanted to guarantee that
our academic programs did not
suffer and that our teacher's
salaries remained competitive.
Quality-wise, we wanted to secure the reputation of Trinity."
Thebudgetrose$2.7million from lastyear and included
significant increases in all of
the college's fundamental programs. Financial aid funds received the largest approved
boost, up 11% to over $9.5 milplease turn to page 9

Non-smoking Areas Increased
community. The Initiative for a
smoke free campus is a three
phase process, encompassing
more areas in each phase.
On March 18, Trinity took
The movement has been
another important step towards spearheaded by Donna D.
a smoke-free campus when Willson, Director of Human
Phase Two of the Smoke-Free Resources. According to Ms.
Environment Initiative was Willson, students had a large
implemented. The new initia- say in whether the implementative states that by April 2, pub- tion was carried out or not. A
lic smoking will be limited even survey was sent out concerning
further on campus, by banning the issue, and an overriding mathe practice in more than 17 ar- jority favored the new policy.
eas on campus.
Students on the College Affairs
The new places where Committee also appeared to
smoking has been prohibited, support the policy.
include: Office of the Dean of
The measures were taken
Students, Medical Office and not necessarily to alienate the
Infirmary, Hamlin Hall (includ- smokers on campus, but to help
ing the Faculty Club), The Bistro and protect the non-smokers.
(between the hours of 7:00 a.m.
"Since second hand
and 7:00 p.m.), Admissions smoke leads to cancer we have a
House, Life Sciences Center, responsibility to protect the
Alumni Lounge, the Washing- people," claimed Ms. Willson,
ton Room, Rittenberg Lounge, "if we found asbestos we would
Garmany Hall, Goodwin Audi- take measures to stop its prestorium, the Clement Chemistry ence in the environment, we
Building, and the Campu s Safety wouldn't ignore it."
Office.
More cutbacks on the
The new policies are smoking areas of campus are
made in an attempt to fulfill le- sure to follow, Ms. Willson is
gal requirements, and to im- working with the faculty, adprove the health and safety of ministration, staff, and students
every member of the Trinity in finalizing the third phase of
BY EVELYN HALL
Neivs Writer

the smoke-free environment.
New areas that are being looked
into include the Cave, the dorms
and their lounges, and the Austin Arts lobby. Student input is
essential in making the pian
work, so Ms. Willson has been
busy assessing popular opinion
in the various student committees.
Areas on campus that
were designated smoke-free
from the first phase include: the
President's Office, Library,
Buildings and Grounds, Mathematics, Computing and Engineering Center, Educa tional Services, Mather Administrative
Offices, Women's Center, Human Resources, Ferris Athletic
Center (except the small lobby
area), CareerCounseling, Financial Aid, the College Post Office,
both bookstores, Central Services, Office of Graduate Studies and Special Academic Programs, the Business Office,
Registrar's Office, and the Smith
House.
The policies are being created by the entire Trinity community, everyone's opinion is
important in making the adjustments necessary for the plan to
be a complete success.

WHAT'S INSIDE THIS WEEK'S TRIPOD...
WORLD & NATION:
Hillary Rodham Clinton's role in
the government is examined, and
Rachel Gold discusses feminism on
page 13. Dreadnought and a piece
on the Generation Gap appear on
page 12.

FEATURES:

ARTS:

SPORTS:

This week Bob Howard goes head to
head with Prasant Sar with his Indiana Digest column (p, 19). Rick
Zednik explains how Trinity buildings got their names on page 18. See
Features on pages 18 & 19.

From The Back Row takes a look at
the top ten movies of all time on page
14. Also, a review of the Trinity Dance
Club performance on page 15.
All this and more, see Arts on pages
14 & 15.

Women's lacrosse opens the season
with a bang (p. 24), but the men's
lacrosse team isn't as successful (p.
24). Crew (p. 24) and track (p. 22) are
previewed. Also, two profiles appear on page 21. Sports pages 21-24.
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paper. Requirements do not include that one posses
certain ideologies— "politically correct" or not— or
be of any particular race, national origin, sex, sexual
preference, religion, or age. The Tripod welcomes and
encourages submissions and participation in the paper from everyone, especially from those who hold
opposing viewpoints to those which have appeared
in the paper so far. The debate and discussion which
would follow is something this college, and this
country, desperately needs.
To expect that The Tripod will refrain from publishing offensive pieces for fear of negative public
reaction is to expect too much, is to expect censorship.
However, to expect that The Tripod will endeavor to
provide an informative and even entertaining service to the College is not unreasonable. Some say
they have lost respect for The Tripod as a result of this
recent scandal. However, how can we respect anyone or anything which tells us only what we want to
hear and shows us only what we want to see?
Ultimately, the Features piece in question has
individuals because they oppose the views expressed is to created an atmosphere in which Trinity College stutake away those individuals' voice and is to not allow dents have been made painfully aware of the sufferthe general public to come to their own conclusions ing to which victims of stereotypes are subjected. In
about the validity of what has been said.
addition, ithasbrought out into the openperceptions
The Tripod Constitution states "A free press is and ideas which we all know exist, although we
essential for the free expression of thoughts, ideas, would prefer they did not. On the surface, we wish
and opinions by individuals within the College Com- racist ideas could be silenced. However, knowing
munity (Article II, section A). The only requirements, that racism does exist, to silence such views is imtherefore, for contributing to The Tripod are that one be practical and a threat to an enlightened community.
a member of the college's community and that one HoVv can we fight what we can not see or hear?
have an interest and willingness to participate in the
'
S.N.W.

he piece which appeared in last week's
issue of The Tripod, "Connecticut Limousine And World Hunger Go Hand In Hand,
I Guess" has been the cause of much outrage in the last week and has also acted as a catalyst for
changes which have been demanded in order to diversify the college. The Features Editor who authored the
work has been publicly criticized for the sentiments
which were expressed in the piece. In addition, while
seeing less public outcry, the Dreadnought column of
the World & Nation sectionhas also been condemned.
Some have criticized the paper itself for allowing
racist and offensive material to be printed.
Much as we might disapprove, disagree or be
offended by the words of others— spoken or written— we cannot ignore them or refuse to give them
equal consideration. Censorship has been forsaken in
favor of "the cudgel of public opinion/' as Founding
Father Benjamin Franklin put it early on in our
country's history. For any person or group of people
to refuse to print the views and opinions of any other
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Snow...
...NOT. The weather on Saturday was obscene. No snow, no
clouds, just sun and more sun and \
temperatures in the mid to high 50's.
Tanning gods and goddesses, and
outdoor athletes of all kinds ignored
the m uddy and soggy ground to play
Volleyball or to get a head start on
their Spring Break tans. VJeatAround
Trinity are keeping our fingers
crossed for the same climates for
Spring Weekend.

Bantam Escorts
The Guardian Bantam Walking Escort program began operating
last night. Amid the campus mist,
these escorts were paired two by two
and armed with red flashlights and
walkie-talkies. Their bases of operation: the Wheaton and Vernon Streetdormitories. Kudos to Carl Marshall
and all those who are devoting their
time to make the campus safer. For
an escort during the week, dial ex.
2555. .

Adam Sandier...
...played to a packed Oosting
Gymnasium last Friday night in an
eventsponsoredbyTCAC Theopening act, Chris McGuire, was funny
stuff, and was followed by the insecure, class-clown antics of Mr.
Sandier. He performed Opera Man
and Cajun Man for the Trinity masses,
and also trotted out numerous
showtunes on his electric guitar (like
that old standard "Red Hooded
Sweatshirt").
Mr. Sandier also did perfect

impersonations of Bono and Axel Rose
(which prompted a virtual cigarette
lighter-festin the audience). Around Trinity was thoroughly entertained.

Condolences...
Around Trinity would like to give
an Around Trinity Purple Heart to Bud, a
freshman who attended the Adam
Sandier performance last Friday night.
Bud chose to leave the show in the midst
of its performance, and became the butt
of Mr. Sandler's jokes for the remainder
of the night. We hope that Bud can take
a joke. We also hope that if he cannot
take a joke, that his credits transfer to
whichever school he flees to.

Rumor #1...
has it being leaked that the Beastie
Boys will be at Trinity on Spring Weekend. YfeatAroundTrinity welcome any
and all musical rumors that happen to fly
around from now until Spring Weekend.

Social Critique
This week, the Social Critique is
sponsored by none other than Mr. Adam
Sandier. Following his show Friday
night, Sandier Spottings were frequent.
He was first seen at the College View
Cafe, and according to sources he and his
entourage rang up a sizable bar tab. We
at Around Trinity hope that Marty got his
picture taken withhim. Later, Mr. Sandier
(with comedian Chris McGuire and two
writers for Saturday Night Live) headed
to Pike's Early 80's Dance Party, and was
the center of attention until he finally
departed. Around Trinity was pleased to
have an audience with Mr. Sandier at the
party.

Social Critique II
This weekend, social alternatives generally did -ftcVt come cheap.
Four dollars seemed a bit steep to
request C.D.'s at Psi-U. And ten
dollars to see a band that played at
the Hall earlier this year for only
four dollars... the price must have
included the labor involved in filling up the place with sand. Still,
bargains could still be found this
weekend. The Hip Hop and Reggae
dance p ar ty in the Washington Room
on Friday night was hip and hoppin'
for only four bucks. Elmo had a late
night on Saturday. And the Underground Coffeehouse had yet another
Rave. "Seek and ye shall find" is our
creed here at Around Trinity.

Rumor #2
The Violent Femmes are going to play at Trinity on Spring Weekend.

Oscars...
...were being awarded at the
time of this writing. Unfortunately,
the hours and hours spectacle of it
all did not allow Around Trinity to
list the winners. Billy Crystal hosted
for the fourth consecutive year. Two
of the categories so boldly picked by
Around Trinity, however, were announced; in a stunner, Marisa Tomei
(for My Cousin Vinny) received the
Best Supporting Actress award. The
Best Supporting Actor went to Gene
Hackman for Unforgiven. Around
Trinity is not ashamed to say that he
was our pick, too.
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World and Nation Column Attacked.

AIDS Piece Called Insensitive By Family Member Of HIV Victim
To the Editor:
I am writing this letter in response
to William Breckenfeld's Dreadnought article contained in the March 23 edition of
The Tripod. I feel compelled to write and
react against his remarks that view AIDS
as "amelhod of effective population control."
Breckenfeld focuses upon AIDS as
and a fresh perspective on the issue of
AIDS, Breckenfeld expresses his ideas
that the population of the world is growing at an extremely rapid pace and AIDS
serves as a positive population check for
the conservation of the world's "precious" natural resources-coal, oil, wood,
natural gas. Breckenfeld takes his
Malthusian ideas so far as to suggest that
the disease is "doing some good" by
basically killing off humanbeings so that

they do not further diminish the ever-,
depleting reserves of natural resources.
My father has AIDS. For the author to even imply that my father's inevitable dea th will serve a useful purpose to
society by the conservation of the wood

were to acquire HIV tomorrow and die
of 'AIDS, he would be content with the
knowledge that "I would not be around
to consume precious resources that someone else's children or grandchildren
might need just to survive." Here, in

posedly "feel for the innocents" while
using terms that minimalize and even
rejoice in their deaths as "effective population control"? The author has the complete insensitivity to purport that "AIDS
has touched thelivesof allofus,butlfeel
that this disease is doing some good." I
sincerely doubt that theauthor has known
My father has AIDS. For the author to even imply that my
anyone who is HIV+ or has died from
If he were to see an old friend
father's inevitable death will serve a useful purpose to societi/... is an AIDS.
suffering in a hospital, without recognizintensely ignorant, insulting, painful, and offensive statement...
ing him due to the purple skin lesions on
his body, lam sure, or at least I hope, that
he would have used had he lived longer, inherently contradictory terms, the au- William Breckenfeld would see AIDS as
is an intensely ignorant, insulting, pain- thor professes a deep respect for people more than a simple economic way of
ful, and offensive statement. Breckenfeld who aren't even aliveyet while denigrating keeping the world's population in check.
has the complete audacity to maintain the people of today living with AIDS to If after such an experience the author
that due to people dying of AIDS, future the status of mere energy-wasters. This could still hold his warped, ignorant,
degrading, and ridiculous views, I chalgenerations will have the resources they double-standard is inexcusable.
need to live healthy and worry-free lives.
Breckenfeld begins and concludes lenge him to talk with the families of the
Breckenfeld attempts (and fails miser- his article with several lines portraying over 150,000 Americans who have died
ably) to convince the reader that if he him as a sympathizer to people living from AIDS. Then he will have the chance
with AIDS. I will concede to Breckenfeld to offend them as he has offended me.
some benefit of the doubt regarding his
remarks that he neither has a death wish
Sincerely,
ture generations to survive longer. What nor is a "fatalist." Yet how can he supElizabeth Perry '96
the author failed to leave out is that beyond all the numbers and statistics we
are talking about real people. We are
talking about people who are victims to
To the Editor:
that fraternity "was all drug addicts." I
a frightening and devastating disease
In response to A.C. Pale's article am ashamed to tell you how long I bewhich has no cure. There is nothing "Demise of Fraternities a Hypocrisy," I lieved all this hearsay was truth. As a
positive about AIDS. Breckenfeld would have to take the appalling stand, matter of fact, it wasn't until I actually
showed an incredible lack of sensitivity as a Trinity FEMALE, that I completely met members of "this fraternity" and
in towards the victims of AIDS. In order and whole heartedly agree with him. "that fraternity" that I began to realize
to control the population we need to The Greek system here at Trinity takes an that all I had really heard was a bunch of
develop and practice effective forms of incredible amount of blame for. Sure, rumors. These rumors and labels MUST
birth control, not hope that more people rape has occurred in fraternity houses... stop. The Greek system is NOT an endie.
but it has also occurred in dorms, and on emy, and I, for one, plan on spreading the
football fields, and in homes, and in cars, news next year.
etc.. As a freshman I cannot begin to
Sincerely,
express the fear I felt being told that this
Sara M. Bliss '95
Sincerely,
fraternity "was a bunch of rapists" and
Erika Derany, '96

Nothing Positive About AIDS
To the Editor:
I am writing to discuss an article
which appeared in the March 23 rd issue
of The Tripod by William Breckenfeld in
which he discussed what he terms as a
"slightly different perspective" about
AIDS. In his atrociously insensitive article he says that he views "AIDS as an
method of effective population control."
He goes on to discuss how the world is
using up natural recourses and the population increases are only threatening the
survival of the earth. His supposedly
positive thoughtin themidstof all this,is
that people who die of AIDS are curbing
the population and thus will allow fu-

Freshman Supports Fraternities

Article Makes Victims Feel Worthless
To the Editor:
William Breckenfeld attempted to
find a positive aspect to the AIDS epidemic; however, there is no positive
aspect. If AIDS can be seen as positive so
can heart disease, cancer, brain tumors,
etc.. I agree that we should be careful of
over-using resources; however, that does
not mean letting people die.
Now, as Breckenfeld attempted to
do, let me put this on a more personal
level. My father was diagnosed as being
HIV positive eleven years ago. From
Breckenfeld's point of view the sooner
he dies the better, no matter what he

contributed to society he is taking too
much. I think that if Breckenfeld is this
concerned about the over-population of
the world he should be writing about
advocating birth control. This way lives
are stopped before they exist, not stopped
while they exist.
With his article, Breckenfeld has
made anyone in the community that is
HIV positive feel that they are worthless
and expendable. I suggest that he be a
littlemoresensitivethenexttime he wants
to write about such an issue.
Sincerely,
Lauren Rosenberg, '96

S.U. P. Lists Its Top Ten Complaints
To the Editor:
We began to compile a list of complaints about the student-administration
relationship. The list got rather long so
we decided to create a "Top 10 List,"
which we will continue to submit each
week. If you have a beef feel free to let us
know and we'll be more than happy to
use it in our list. Send them to boxes 241
or 1162. Let's hear your ideas. Trinity's
Top 10 List:
1. Can you believe the sudden
disappearance of our student run shuttles
because the administration decided, for
us, that a professional service would be
more efficient?
2. One student told us, "1 went to
the infirmary and informed them that I
was in between classes, and they said no
problem. But I ended up waiting 35
minutes while the two nurses watched
T.V. and talked about how cut another
woman's son was."
3. The faculty decision that pass/
fail courses cannot be taken anymore for
your minor was lame, especially since
the student body was not informed about
it. I'm sick of not finding out about
things until after the change has already
been implemented.

4. SGA has no say in administrative decisions. What can 2 students really do on a committee of 10 faculty
members?
5. Another student said, "Our
French teacher says that if you don't
understand something ask questions.
When we do ask questions she says,
'These are just stupid questions!"
6. What really becomes of all the
open-mikes? Isn't it just a way for the
administration lo' appease the students
and have them feel they're being heard?
7. Students' opinions aren't always valued, and if they don't coincide
with the professor's ideas they are shot
down.
8. Why should the administration
and trustees decide on the fraternity issue? Isn't it the student's choice how
they wan! to define their social setting?
9. It's hard to believe it, but there
are actually professors here that require
a Dean's form for every class absence!
What is this, high school?
10. Trinity has no established facilities strictly for student use.
Sincerely,
Student Union Party

Racial Committee Defends Report
To the Editor:
Mr. Greg Haffner wrote last week
about circumstances surrounding a recent incident of racial harassment adjudicated by the Racial Harassment Grievance Committee and reported to the entire college onFebruary 4. His comments
misrepresent information which was
contained in the RHGC report. He claims
that the RHGC overlooked the importance of the fight which immediately
preceded the harassment, a fight which
the respondent did not initiate and in
which he (and Mr. Haffner) were injured. Yet a good deal of our report
directly concerns this extenuating circumstance. We agreed with Mr. Haffner
that the injuries sustained by the respondent were relevant. Our report read, in
part:
"The respondent argued that the
blows he had received on the head compromised his ability to act deliberately,
and a good deal of testimony, including
expert testimony solicited by the RHGC,
centered on this issue. A majority of the
committee concluded that while the
words and deeds of the respondent at the
moment of the inciden t certainly reflected
extreme emotion, they did not display
the disorganization or incoherence that
would remove his responsibility. Insum,
the majority of the committee believes
that the respondent committed an act of
harassment.
"The circumstances of the incident

—the altercation, the fight, and the head
injury just prior to the incident — were
extenuating, however, and we bore this
in mind in our penalty. We have asked
the respondent to perform, a community
service project in the Trinity neighborhood. Inaddition, the respondent will be
formally censured for one semester." —
RHGC Report, February 4,1993
We share the regret and dismay
that Mr, Haffner feels that no Campus
Safety personnel were present to prevent
the fight and the ensuing harassment,
and we have communicated our feelings
to the Dean of Students and Campus
Safety, We do not agree, however, that
having been a victim of an attack excuses
a subsequent act of harassment. That is
why our focus of concern was whether
the respondent was able to act deliberately in light of his injuries.
In this case, we considered oral
and written evidence from eleven people,
including several eye-witnesses. Our
aim was to determine the facts of the case
and to adjudicate fairly. I must point out
that Mr. Haffner was not a party to the
hearing nor the deliberations, both of
which were strictly confidential. The
best, and most complete, public account
of whal happened that night and how
the RHGC arrived at its judgment is in
our February 4 report to the community.
Yours truly,
Dan Lloyd
RHGC

Policy Concerning Letters To The Editor:
'Please note: Letters to The Trinity Tripod must be received by 5:00 p.m. the Friday preceding
publication the following Tuesday. Letters should address the Editor, and not a particular individual.
No unsigned or anonymous letters will be printed, although names may be withheld if so requested after
a signature. The Trinity Tripod will not publish any letter the Editors judged lo be an attack on an
individual's character or personality. All letters are the sole responsibility of the authors and do not
necessarily reflect the views or opinions of thispaper. Please limit all letters to five-hundred words. The
Trimly Tripod reserves the right to edit all letters for clarity and brevity.
Any letters composed on a Macintosh may be submitted to The Trinity Tripod through the DocEx
server in the General Resources zone of the Trinity College network. Letters may also be submitted on
disk.
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Features Section Criticized Again...

Heuser Article Demonstrates Ineffective Personal Choice
make a good choice? I have
suggested that he did not, and I
would like to explain why.
Any socially alert, sensiA friend of mine sugtive leader will quickly weed
gested that this article might
out the outrageous number of
have been a genuine attempt to
stereotypes and naked assumpwrestle with serious issues
tions making a home in Jona than
which no one feels comfortable
Heuser's intellectual garden.
talking about, and specifically
The "Ignorance Will Not
to "start people talking." MoreBe Tolerated" sign recently
over, I have been told that some
posted around campus points
people, from various backto just two. And I think the
grounds, have commended
person or group which posted
Jona
than for his bravery. Thisis
that sign found ample justificaa very small group to be sure,
tion to be angry, offended, and
probably composedprimarily of
generally appalled by the im"Quad-of-the-Week" cronies,
ages Jonathan's article helped
but this voice has been heard
to engender, No doubt many of
nevertheless.
these points will be addressed
But the vast majority of
in this issue of The Tripod.
students and faculty I've spoWhat bothers me about
ken to, have expressed feelings
Jonathan's article, however, beranging from disappointment to
sides these obvious blunders, is
outrage. So instead of talking,
the more subtle underpinnings
most people are simply shaking
of such an endeavor. What was
he trying to say? What purpose tion is a matter of personal choke. their heads in embarrassment,
does an article like this serve? Quite simply, Jonathan was not or shouting at the top of their
How did this make its way onto forced into publishing his opin- political lungs. What haS been
the pages of a reputable institu- ions, or even having them to accomplished here? If in some
tions official newspaper? If we begin with. I feel I can safely remote way, it was Jonathan's
pursue it long enough, and the say, in spite of his past history— intention to begin a productive
level of dialogue surrounding whatever thatmay be—itstands dialogue, then we can surly see
this article becomes less critical, within Jonathan's reach to im- that the dialogue that has been
I think this discussion will come prove upon his faulty assump- started involves more yelling
down to issues of Free Speech; tions, opinions, and his actions. than talking, and more name
and whether our resident Fea- As difficult as they may be, calling than problem solving.
tures Editor had the "Right" to choices must be exercised by Productive?
offend the better part his read- each one of us every day of our
It's really quite simple,
ers. I would like to explore this waking lives. We can improve, and it basically comes down one
or we can not, but it's our deci- thing: when we offend someissue here.
one with whom we attempt to
I would guess that the vast sion. It's our choice.
majority of us within the Trinity
So then it seems as if the
Community believe and act ac- issue is no longer whether or not
cording to one's Right to free Jonathan had the Bight to write,
speech. Personally, I want to be so to speak, but whether or not
abJe to say whatever I want, he should have written. Did he
To the Editor:

whenever I want, to whomever
will listen. I think this right
should be protected in cultural
and political action. Simple. Yet,
if I believe this, then on what
grounds do I stand in utter opposition to the entirety of
Jonathan's article, as well as its
place in my school newspaper?
At this point, cloud-shadows
begin to darken our simple intellectual landscape.
For me it all boils down to
issues of individual Choice. In
terms of Rights, yes, Jonathan
absolutely had, and still has, the
right to speak what comes to
mind. Yes, he also has the Right
to publish his views in our school
newspaper. And, yes, we all
have the right to question his
assumptions and challenge his
assertions.
But, whether any of these
rights assert themselves in ac-

communicate, communication
ends. Walls go up, positions are
staked, and people ready themselves for either battle or retreat.
If I want to make a point to
someone or convey an experience or convince themthatlhave
worthy contributions to make, I
don't hit them over the head
with innuendo and offensive assumption. That simply does not
make sense. I do my best to
unders tand where my audience
comes from, and then I attempt
with honesty and introspection
to communicate my point in a
way that they can understand,
appreciate, and what is more,
feel Okay hearing. In this way,
productive dialogue begins. It
is not a selfish process but a
loving one. It places people on
equal footing so they feel comfortable enough to take the next
rational step.
For some reason, people
often harbor the mythical notion that individual's must be
"charged" or "angry" to really
begin a productive dialectic. In
fact, this produces an intellectual wrestling match, wherein
someone always wins, loses, or
draws, and someone always
comes out feeling a little worse
than before. I prefer the image
of a journey through the woods
where two or more people help
one another overcome logs and
rivers and other stumbling
blocks in order to reach a com-

mon goal—a better understanding than we had before. This
way, everybody wins.
When we consider all of
this, it seems obvious to me that
Jonathan should not have published his article. He should
have chosen otherwise. Nothing about the article went beyond the purely selfish.
Jonathan wrote that article for
himself alone. And quite
frankly, I don't want selfish,
uninformed, unreflected articles
in my paper. If Jonathan were
speaking to any of the hundreds
of people he offended in person
would he have reflected more?
Would he have been more gentle
and conscientious? Would he
worry less about his petty judgment of other ways of life?
I wouldn't call you
"Jonny," if you didn't like to be
called Jonny, if it offended you
or made you wince. Why would
you call all Latin-American's
"Puerto-Rican's" if that made
someone uncomfortable? It
seems to me that your ineffective use of personal choice is
what really upsets people. It
was irresponsible and insensitive, and I hope that we have all
come away from this experience
knowing the power of our
words. We choose what effect
to have on people. I wouldn't
call you Jonny.
Sincerely,
Brian N. Roberts

Student Expresses Digust With Tripod,
Piece Was Ignorant, Offensive Underscores Importance Of Respect
To the Editor:

To the Editor:
O.K., I have to take a deep
breath before I dive into one of
the most offensive and ignorant
pieces of writing 1 have ever
read. I was dumbstruck after
reading the article "Connecticut
Limousine and World Hunger
Go Hand in Hand," trying to
decide what the author's purpose was, humor or down right
racism. After I thought about it
for a while, I decided that it
wasn't the author's purpose thatmattered. What matters is the
point that most readers received,
whether intended by the author
or not.
From my experience in
life, I have learned that stereotyping among races is one of the
most ignorant acts any person
or individual can practice, and I
have found this ignorance
within the article written by
Jonathan Heuser. What I would
like to know is where did he get
the impression that it was expected of a "Puerto Rican" man
to be carrying the "Family Radio?" He obviously thought it
was important for a distinction
tobe made between Spanish and
Puerto Rican, and the connotations within the sentence give
the reader the impression that it
is worse to be Puerto Rican than
it is Spanish. Strike one against
the author.
The article continues, and
he wants to know why these
people, who could obviously not
afford decent clothes (what did

you expect, J. Crew or L.L.
Bean?), could manage to afford
the "Family Radio." O.K.,here's
your answer. A striking characteristic of poverty stricken families is this: if the husband or any
male figure is the dominant partner> and controls the financial
aspects of the family, he his more
likely to prioritize material
goods, and consumer products,
whereas, if the wife or any female figure is thedominantpartner, and is in charge of the finances, she is more likely to prioritize nutrition, and education
for her family. Now that the
lesson is over, we won't count it
as a strike, ball one.
At the end of the article,
the author relates his experience
on the bus to his experience at
the Hunger and Homeless
Awareness Dinner, "...many of
the people the dinner focussed
upon could be perfectly happy
doing what they are doing," so
why don't we mind our own
business? Is this what you were
trying to say Jon? I certainly
hope not. If a person can possibly think that people are happy
because they have to constantly
struggle for their own survival,
my only reaction is a loss of
words...
After all of this thought, I
only wish to say that after four
years of a liberal arts education,
if this is what results, why am I
here?
Sincerely,
Gaia DiLoreto'96

lam writing withrespect
to Jonathan Heuser's racially
ignorant article in the Features
section,March23,1993.1 want
to emphasize that I usually do
not read The Tripod anymore,
and I know that many students
on this campus share the sameopinion. In fact, if it wasn't for
those wonderful and numerous red posters scattered
throughout Mather Hall, I still
would not have taken the time
to read the ludicrous newspaper. The reasons are obvious,
if I have to read another ridiculous Indian Digest, Fil .d
Jonathan, or basically play up
to anymore of the Senior Editors' ego trips, I might as well
watch cartoons. At this point,
I am more than disgusted with
the paper, simply because it
has become a big inside joke
among a bunch of "wannabe's"— The Senior Editors.
How is that for generalization, Jonathan, for it is this
kind of attitude that was implicit throughout your great
piece of work as well. Before I
even begin to tear apart your
filthy paper, I want to add that
generalizations about the various groups of people in our
society are a part of racism,
sexism, and homophobia.
People always fear what is
unknown to their own personal experiences. It's funny
that America— the world's
melting pot of most every cul-

ture and creed—is also the most
ignorant when confronted with
different (or better yet, strange)
people. Well, maybe it's not
that funny, Jonathan, in your
case, it's sad.
In your article, you write
that your sole source of frustratidn was this horrible Puerto
Rican man with a "BIG radio."
You go further to insinuate that
this man resembled a "Third
World Dictator." During the
article you mock his "third
world attache," insinuate that
he is stupid when he tries to
store it in the luggage compartment by trying to "put a triangular block in the square hole,"
and thenbecome paranoid when
"he made a move for his pocket."
Jonathan, because of your ignorance, (or maybe lack of writing
skills) you make this seemingly
poor Puerto Rican father look
like a hit man for the Bolivian
Army. How do you even muster up the nerve to get out of bed
everyday? You must think that
every African-American man is
going to pull a knife on you.
Better yet, you obviously know
that Puerto Ricans are dangerous, since you had a firsthand
encounter with one— how did
you survive!?
Jonathan, be honest, do
you think that you are above
and beyond that Puerto Rican
man in the bus? He might have
worked hard for that bus
ticket— your parents paid for
yours. 5 don't even know you
and already I've stigmatized you

as a racist. If you think that's
harsh, at least I am being facetious—not racially intolerant.
What makes you think that
everyone in the bus wasn't
disgusted by the snotty college kid with the sneer on his
face? For all you know, the
Presidents of every Third
World nation were riding in
the same bus. But it would
not have really mattered to
you anyway, right?
Like I stated earlier, I
really am not angry at this
sort of closed minded attitude
anymore, lam saddened by it.
Because I know that if that
same Puerto Rican man was
white, then this story would
not have even been written.
In this case, Jonathan would
just be annoyed by another
obnoxious traveler that did
not take into account
Jonathan's precious lack of
sleep.
Finally, I want to stress
something to the whole Trinity Community. We are all
different - everyone of us. If
we cannot even respect our
differences in culture, lifestyle,
or race then we might as well
move back into the caves. All
it takes is a little bit of patience
and cooperation with one another, and who knows, maybe
you will find that the Puerto
Rican man in the bus is actually a rich diplomat.
Regrettably,
Mikel Eggert, '95
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Features Artide Was Presumptuous
To the Editor:
I am writing in response
to the article entitled "Connecticut Limousine and World Hunger Go Hand In Hand, I Guess,"
by Jonathan Heuser. It amazes
me that a Features editor of a
college newspaper could be so
insensitive. Your article contained many stereotypical statements and presumptions. To

Maybe if you knew anything about those less fortunate
than yourself you would realize
that to them, material things
such as a big house, a nice car
and kids in private schools are
not as important. Maybe what
makes them happy is music,
dance and a rich, beautiful culture. Maybe their priorities lie
not in acquiring material things,
but in trying to be as happy as

I guess the point of your article (if there is any) is to
say that people shouldn r. try to impose their values on
others, but that is exactly what you did, And the
values you imposed on the Trinity community were
biased at that...
begin with -how can you label
someone Puerto Rican, or someone from any other ethnicity, on
the basis of what they appear to
be? What does a "Puerto Rican"
look like? Did you ask the family on thebus what their ethnicity
was? Did they tell you? Were
they wearing labels sta ting their
ethnicity? To automatically label "Spanish looking" people as
Puerto Rican and to imply that
they are a Third World people is
to be completely ignorant of their
culture and their history.

they can with what they have
got. Maybe if that "awful" music bothered you so much, you
could have mustered up the
courage to tell him to lower the
volume on his radio, and end
the "World Three Dance Party."
Granted, the music may have
been annoying to you; you are
entitled to your opinion. But
because a man sits next to you
and plays Latin music there is
no justification in labeling him
Puerto Rican, ignorant, dictatorlike, orpoverty-slricken. I guess

the point of your article (if there
is any) is to say that people
shouldn't try to impose their
values on others, but that is exactly what you did. And the
values you imposed on the Trinity community were biased at
that.
Onelastpoint thatl would
like to make is that the poor are
perfectly aware of what they are
missing. They are not happy
that way. (I hope that you at
least learned this from listening
to us last Thursday.) But many
do realize their situation and do
the best with what they have.
(Yes, even Polish farmers too.)
It's presumptuous to think that
one cannot be happy if they don't
have nice clothes, kids in private schools or a country club
membership.
I find it really sad that a
student can attend Trinity for
four years and be completely
ignorant of the culture that envelopes that campus. It is also
really sad that some relatively
wealthy college kid can actually
sit back and have the audacity
to dehumanize Puerto Ricans
by trying "to figure out where
society had gone wrong to produce people like them."
Sincerely,
Andria Reyes, '95

Reaction To Heuser Article Shocks Alum,
Protested Defeated Their Own Cause
To the Editor:
I would like to take this
opportunity to discuss—sur-1
prise—the events catalyzed by
Jonathan Heuser's article in last
week's Tripod. I was shocked
after having read the article for
the first time. "He's really going
to get nailed for this beauty," I
thought. But another careful
reading led to better understanding of the article. There was
no latent racism tobe found here.
I think, rather, the article was a
poorly written attempt to examine the underpinnings of some
of our basic assumptions about
race and the average Trinity
student's relationship with the
underprivileged. I'm not sure
what Jonathan was trying to
say—and therefore cannot really criticize its content. My
greatest criticism is thatjonathan
could and should have taken a
great deal more care and consideration in writing the article
before submitting it for publication on a college campus where
issues of racial and sexual harassment and discrimination
have become highly volatile.
"What are the implications...
what are the possible consequences... will people understand what t iim trying to say?"
My second and1'subsequent readings revealed little
more than an adumbration of
satire. Jonathan, this piece of
work left itself open to a wide
range of interpretation and in
that respect you deserved the
criticism that you got.
But what criticism! Death
threats? It is not my purpose to
address the ideological gulf between Malcolm X and advocates
of nonviolent resistance like
Ml ,Kand Mahatmn Gandhi. But
such responses only serve to
belittle the cause which these

"protesters" supposedly champion. Especially considering the
fact that this controversy arose,
over simple misunderstanding;
Jonathan's article surprised me
by its apparent sloppiness and
lack of discernible meaning
when discussing such a controversial issue.
The Trinity community's
response shocked and disturbed
me in its nearly doctrinal character. There was absolutely no
chance thatjonathan, as a white
male, would be given the benefit of the doubt. How many of
those ridiculous callers, or those
attending the vigil, bothered to
carefully re-read the article? If
they had, perhaps they would
have concluded that the article,
while an undeniably stupid
thing to publish in the College's
newspaper, was not racist in
character. Instead, some Trinity
students fell prey to what is precisely the essential component
of "political correctness" that I,
and many others, find so disturbing. An almost mindless,
mob-like response. You can't
enforce morality, folks. Or racial equality. These are things
with which the individual must
wrestle with, then embrace or
cast away.
The response toward
Jonathan's article was wholly
inappropriate and revealed less
than diffuse sensibilities on the
part of many students. I'm not
saying that we have to tolerate
racism and injustice, though—
realistically speaking—we always have done, and probably
will continue to do, so in varying degrees. But we do have to
carefully assess our priorities
and level our anger and frustration where it should deservedly
go.
The author of a clumsy
and hapless article without any

real point is not one of those
places. In my own humble opinion, these Trinity students de•feated their own cause. <
I hope I don't get any
death threats... "I've got a manila envelope with your name
on it. So when I come for you,
you'd better duck, 'cause my
aim is true."
Sincerely,
Name Withheld

Resignation
To the Editor:
I just want to make one
point clear to Mr. Jonathan
Heuser, I am a literate, determined, mo tiva ted, and responsible Puerto Rican who likes
playing that "awful" music on
my BIG radio "which takes
fifty-two car batteries to operate."

One further note, do this
campus a service by removing
Mr. Heuser from your staff. I,
along with many members of
the Trinity community, do not
want to "find Jonathan" in future editions of The Tripod.
Puerto Rican and Proud,
Jose Lugo, '95

Dinners Show Inequalities
To the Editor:
Although I was angered
and offended by the manner in
which Jonathan Heuser expressed his viewpoint aboutcultural differences, I feel compelled to write in regard to the
motivations behind a Hunger
Awareness week and, more specifically, the Global Dinner.
As one of the organizers
of the event, I and others attempted to structure a dinner in
which participants experience
firsthand the vast inequalities
that exist across the world. We
live in a world in which 60,000
people, of which 67% are babies
and small children, die every
day fromhunger-related causes.
I find it unfathomable that, as
Mr. Heuser's article says, "many
of the people the dinner focused
upon could be perfectly happy
doing what they are doing."
Since the "first world " consumes
over 70% of the world's grains
and the majority of that is used

to feed cattle, the Global dinner
was intended to show the effects of these perverse inequalities.
Awareness events are
structured to do just as they are
tilled: to give individuals the
opportunity to see things in a
new light or acknowledge that
situations like this exist. I, of
course, wish that the events
could do more to alleviate these
injustices but feel that awareness events are successful if they
make some (evenjustone) think
more about the issue and how
their own behavior perpetuates
others' suffering.
Consciousness-raising
events, e.g. the Global Dinner,
are particularly directed towards "a bunch of wealthy (relatively, at least) college kids,"
some of whom misunderstand
or are unaware of the problems.
And this includes Mr. Heuser.
Sincerely,
Annmarie Fini, '93

Features Piece Was Appalling
;

To the Editor:

I was appalled to read the
latest article written by your
Features editor. He wonders
"where society had gone wrong
to produce people such as" the
ones he so ignorantly critiques.
I am embarrassed to have been
educated at the same institution

as the author of this article. It is
hard to believe that the Editorin-Chief would allow such a
piece to represent Trinity College. I wonder where society
has gone wrong to "produce" a
person who could au thor such a
misinformed entity.
Sincerely,
Sonia M. Mongini, '93

Talbot Yearns For Safran's Features Wit
To the Editor:
"We're Features. We're
here to help." These words used
to close Steve Safran's column
Why A Duck? I was a freshman,
and Features, particularly
Steve's article, was a funny, often thought-provoking read. It
dealt with the specific absurdities of Trinity life, and gave us
all a chance to laugh a t ourselves.
Some weeks, I would literally
flip right to Steve's article, clip it
and throw away the paper. We
didn't have recycling then, and
the Features section was actually worth reading.
Features have ceased to
be funny. Jonathan Heuser's
wit (if it can be truly called wit)
insensitively targets the world
outside the Trinity community
inhis last article. Usingdescriptions like "Spanish-looking
woman," "Puerto Ricans" and

"Family Radio," Heuser reinforces stereotypes about our
Hartford neighbors and carries
his high and mighty WASPy
tone throughout the article. The
article becomes a mockery of
itself: this isn't funny, it's scary.
The subject material aside,
Jonathan article just isn't funny.
Its tone is superior without justifying its superiority, and he
finds nothing really amusing to
say about the people he writes
about, He manages- to be
unfunny to any but the most
ethnocentric of readers, those
that will laugh at any joke with
a racial epithet.
This is the third incident
in which Jonathan Heuser has
directly abused his power as a
Tripod editor. The Lie-Pod issue last semester and the "masturbalory" Quad of the Week
feature both appeared under his

editorship, and were at least
partially written by him. On
behalf of everyone who is deeply
offended by these examples of
insensitivity and incompetence,
I ask Mr. Heuser to kindly step
down from his editorship. At
very least, we do not expect our
paper polluted by this kind of
insipid racist trash again.
"Write what you know"
is an well-worn adage for creative writers. Jonathan knows
Trinity's particulars, its absurdities and inherent contradictions, its private jokes. There's
plenty to write about, without
self-indulgence, and without
mocking the "awful" culture to
be found outside of Trinity's
gates. Why A Duck? managed it.
Steve, you are sorely
missed.
Sincerely,
Peter Talbot '93

LETTERS
National Service Uiged, Letter Writing
Campaign At Trinity Announced
Page 6

To the Editor:
For the benefit of those
not attending lunch in the
Mather dining hall from Monday to Wednesday last week, I
announce the National Service
letter writing campaign at Trinity. This effort to support the
concept of National Service will
help start the dialogue between
ourselves and the new administration so we can get a program
we like, one that is designed for
flesh and blood students. To
accomplish this, we need to tell
the Clinton administration our
decrees from the beginning,
when policy is still being formulated. So with logistical help
from Corrie Foster, Chris White
and I (with assistance from
Jeannie Hoffman, '95) instituted
the letter writing table at three
lunches last week and managed
to talk to, and provide information for, 122 people.
The concept is simple. In
exchange for one year of community service, students earn a
living stipend and write off an
estimated $6,300 of their college
loans. We asked each student to
consider starting their letter (if

applicable) with the following
sentence: "As a student on financial aid, I would be interested in working off my federally subsidized college loans by
doing community service."
We then asked the student to consider commenting on
four issues ranging from
whether this program should
target high school or college
graduates, to what types of community service should be promoted. Students were asked to
turn the letter in to us or write to
Mr. Eli Segal, Director of the
Office of National Service, Room
146, Old Executive Office Building, Washington, D.C..
I got motivated to work
on the National Service concept
after spending two years volunteering full time for Habitat for
Humanity International. This
service changed my life by teaching me what the world outside
college was really like, and then
giving me the opportunity to
discoverwholwas. Iremember
days spent building housing
with the working poor and
nights spent guarding our work
so that thejunkies wouldn' t steal
the copper pipes that we had

just installed. We helped bring
some life back into streets where
no one had believed enough to
build a new building since
World War II.
It's in the long-term interest of our country to have other
students have such opportunities regardless of their financial
status. It also seems important
to inform other students that
with President Clinton and
Senator Sam Nunn arguing over
the precise form of National Service, our influence over policy
may never be greater than when
the National Service concept is
at least defined. We first encourage students to pick up information on this letter writing
campaign from the Community
Service Program office before
Spring Break. We also encourage campus groups to organize
their membership behind this
letter writing campaign as something we can do to help ALL
students, not just those at Trinity.
Sincerely,
S.P. Browning
Graduate Student,
History Department

Shaima Praises Tripod, Thanks Staff For
Efforts During 'Storm Of Century*
team that takes pride in excellence. Every Marriott associate
I have just finished read- at Trinity College has taken a
ing the article on the changes leap of faith with me to overeffected in the dining services at come a natural reluctance to
Trinity an am indeed pleased to change and has actively particisee that our initial efforts to ex- pated in every effort. For this,
cite and delight the customer they are the real (and often unare being viewed positively. sung) heroes and deserve the
However, much as I would like accolades. Also, the changes
to believe the portrait you could not have been effected
painted of me as the person re- without the active support and
sponsible for them, I have to encouragement from the Trindefer that to the entire food ser- ity administration. And finally,
vice team that makes it happen our appreciation to the SGA,
Quanti Davis and the student
on a daily basis.
I am proud to be part of a population for being an active
To the Editor:

partner in our attempts at continuous improvement. On behalf of the entire team, let me
assure you that we've only just
begun...
Finally, I must mention
the absolutely herculean efforts
of the entire team who worked
through and assured a continuous food service operation during the "Storm of the Century,"
What they did was no less than
heroic!
Sincerely,
Vijay K. Sharma
Director of Marriott Food
Services

FIND OUT IF
YOU'RE READY
FOR THIS YEAR'S
LSAT,GMAT,
GRE, OR MCAT
This spring you can take the only national practice
graduate examinations administered under actual test conditions.
Students have been taking the PSAT to prepare for the SAT for years.
Now people thinking about attending graduate school have the opportunity
to take The Princeton Review's Pre-LSAT, Pre-GMAT, Pre-GRE, or Pre-MCAT
and become eligible for an American Community Service Award.
The Pre-exams are sponsored by The Princeton Review, the nation's leader in lest prep.
The American Cumrminiiy Service Awards are sponsored by American Express.
The Princelon Review is affiliated with neither Princelon University nor the Educational Testing Service, Call us today at

(800)995-5565.
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Rape Policy Called For
To the Editor:
The following letter was
sent to Dean Winer and President Gerety in response to the
Sexual Assault Awareness
Week. The issues included in
this letter are important and I
feel all students on this campus shouldbeawareofthem. I
would apprecia te this let ter being included in the next issue
of The Tripod. Thank you.
Dear President Gerety,
During the previous
week, the Sexual Assault Task
Force held the annual Sexual
AssaultAwarenessWeek. This
week included many informative and important activities
for the students and faculty of
Trinity College to take part in.
All in all, it was a very productiv e and enlightening week for
all those involved.
However, there were
several issues raised during the
course of the week that need to
be addressed immediately.
Last Thursday, March 18, this
campus was extremely fortunate to have Katie Koestner
speak out on her personal experience with date rape. This
young woman's story demonstrated the courage and
strength held within her. At
the end of her speech, she informed the audience of some
research she had done on policies at this school. Apparently,
she could not find a specific
policy or format to follow in
regards to sexual harassment
an$ rape, even though Trinity
does have a policy on sexual
harassment. This is a grave
injustice to the students here.
Not only does it encourage the
shame and avoidance attached
to this crime for the victim, it
also lessens the severity of the
crime in the eyes of the criminal. Katie mentioned a na-

tional law, The Right To Know
Act. There is a new amendment, the Ramstead Amendment, that requires a policy
with explicit guidelines and
instructions for each college
and university to create in order to deal with sexual assault
and rape. I highly encourage
Trinity College to make this
law an important part of our
agenda in the immediate future. It serves as a statement
from the administration and
faculty valuing the importance
of students' safety. In the fall,
I would expect to see this policy
in the Handbook, as a sexual
assault and rape policy is much
needed and is required by national law for the fall of 1993.
Asa female student, it is
disappointing to see the little
action taken by the school in
regards to "women's issues."
Why does rape, sexual assault
and sexual harassment always
seem to be the responsibility
of women and women's
groups? Why is it, on this campus, the Sexual Assault Task
Force (primaril y women) is the
only organization that deals
with these issues? Why isn't
there more support from the
administration, the Trustees,
the faculty and the students
themselves? Perhaps this is
due to the lackadaisical approach our campus has toward
these problems. The way to
deal with these crimes is to
face them head on, to demonstrate the seriousness surrounding them and to show
the Trinity community that
these issues are not to be taken
lightly. Perhaps in the future,
Trinity will encourage more
support and deal with these
crimes head on, rather than
turning away from them.
Sincerely,
Nora Murphy, '96

FEATURING
BRICK OVEN PIZZA

956-6000
HOURS
Mon-Thurs 11:30-10:00
Fri & Sat 11:30-11:00
Sun 5:00-9:00

939 Maple Avenue
Hartford, CT 06114
SERVING HARTFORD
FOR 56 YEAJ^S
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

Why Bobby Hurley
Does Not Go To Trinity
Have you ever noticed that the only faculty that eat in
the dining hall on the weekends in January are athletic coaches?
Have you ever stopped to ask why they are there and who they
are with? I have.
More and more people are saying that Trinity College
has an identity crisis. Even if we are not sure who we are, we
can certainly identify what we are not. Trinity is not a
professional school, a predominantly research oriented university, nor are we a Big 10 athletic school. We are a small
educational institution that is dedicated to the all encompassing liberal arts education of students, as well as the intellectual
pursuits of its faculty.
It follows then that characteristics of the institutions that
Trinity isn't would not be found here. We do not offer vocational majors, TA's do not teach courses alone, we do not have
governmentally Classified research projects, nor are our athletic programs dependent upon large scale booster clubs.
Another common characteristic of a big athletic program is
recruiting, which, of course, doesn't go on at Trinity, right?
Wrong. I will not pretend to say that I have tangible proof, and
perhaps that is the problem, but I will say that none of those
students who I saw eating with the coaches were currently
enrolled Trinity students.
Admittedly< we are not talking about Freshman driving
Porsches or athletic scholarships. Our place as a Division III
NESCAC school does not allow such overt, formalized recruitment efforts. But while Trinity may not offer prospective
students money or gifts, there are students who are offered
admission primarily based on their athletic ability.
Perhaps you have not seen it yet, but certain trends at a
college go unnoticed by students due to their relatively short
tenure on campus. As a senior though, many seemingly unconnected impressions coalesce. What emerges is the beginning of an understanding of the college's decisions and their
long term effects, based in part on conversations with administrators, faculty and students.
Since we know, at least in the abstract, that Trinity is a
liberal arts college, that knowledge should inform the choices
made here. Admissions is, by its very nature, a choice. Based
on priorities, it is a process that matches the needs and expectation^ of an applicant with those of the school. Admissions
plays a crucial role in establishing the environment of the
college. For it is through this process that elements of our ideal
student body are identified and incorporated into the Trinity
community. Assumedly, students who are admitted to Trinity
possess some of these qualities. By contributing them, the
students will further the expression of the liberal arts here.
Naturally the ideal community encompasses talents
and skills beyond academics. The environment of a school
cannot be driven by academic pursuits alone, but should
reflect a balanced variety of endeavors. Applicants need to be
evaluated on how they will engage the college in its entirety how will they grow, learn, question, and challenge themselves
and theirpeers? Athletics plays an important part in the liberal
arts tradition,, serving" to reinforce and extend many of the
ideas found in the classroom. Many student athletes find that
their participation in sports allows them to focus better on
their work, foster new friendships, exercise leadership, and
partake in healthy competition.
The effects of recruitment manifest themselves beyond
the mere admissions process. Athletes who are recruited are
given, in essence, an administrative stamp of approval to give
their athletic activity top priority. They often arrive at Trinity
with the mind-set that since their sport is why they are here
everything else can take a back seat.
The result? Mutual shortchanging. Students who come
to Trinity with athletics as their first priority may struggle with
more rigorous acadeni'ic demands than they first expected.
For those students, Trinity may not be fulfilling its duty as an
educational institution. At the same time, the balanced, liberal
arts atmosphere that so many here strive for becomes all the
harder to achieve.
Recruitment can also be seen as a shove in the face of
those students who were accepted to Trinity based on academic merits and have subsequently earned places on teams.
Those athletes often find themselves benched in favor of
stronger players who may not have been at Trinity if it was not
for their exceptional athletic skills.
Trinity has a responsibility to itself and to its students to
pursue the liberal arts -in all their forms - whether that be on
the stage, in the lab, or in the gym. Let us recognize our liberal
arts mission, inside and outside of the classroom, on the
playing field, but ultimately in the mind.

The Department of History announces the following prizes for essays judged
by the Department to be of
distinguished quality.
All entries mustbe submitted to the History Department Office in Seabury 23 by
April 2,1993.
Papers should be free
of notations, grades, etc. on
the cover page and/or in the
margins of the text.
All essaysmustbe typewritten.
The Ferguson Prizes in
Government, Founded in
1890 by the late Professor
Henry Ferguson of the class
of 1868, are offered for the
two best essays submitted for
any undergraduate course,
tutorial, or seminar in the Department of Political Science
during the academic year—
a first prize of $450 and a
second prize of $300.
The George B. Cooper
Prize in British Historyawarded to the senior who
has done the best work in
British History at Trinity
George J. Mead Prize
in History, $200. Only freshmen and sophomores enrolled in History 101.
Awarded to the student with
the most outstanding record
in History 101 as judged by
the faculty in the course.

The Blanchard W.
Means Prize in Philosophy is
awarded to a senior philosophy student who writes the
essay judged best by the Philosophy Department faculty.
Essays should be submitted
by 3:30 p.m. in McCook 202
on April 12,1993.

Community Outreach
is sponsoring a Spring Clothing Drive to benefit various
local shelters. Any clothing
in suitable condition for donation canbe dropped off in
Mather Lobby until Spring
Break.
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Representative. Preference
is given to Internships with
Connecticut Senators and
Representatives and to legislative interns in Washington
D.C.
If you are planning
such an internship this summer, you may receive some
financial support from this
fund. Please submit a statement of need and a letter of
acceptance from your internship placement to the Internship Coordinator by MayJJi
to apply for a stipend.
Thursday April 1Professor David Roochnik,
Philosophy Department,
Williams College will give a
talk on "Philosophy Versus
Rhetoric: The Old Quarrel
Continues" in McCook 313
at 4 p.m. This lecture is free
and open to the public.

April 3,1993Latinos as Contra
SIDA, Inc. (LCS) is holding
its Second Annual AIDS
Awareness and Fund Raising Radio/ TV Marathon on
April 3,1993. LCS provides Thursday April 1education, prevention, street
Join the Festivities
outreach, individual and of Chinese Culture Night
family counseling support Celebrate the year of the
groups and other supportive Rooster. Experience the
services to Latinos who have rich traditions of China.
been diagnosed with AIDS Meet faculty and students.
or who are HIV positive and Enjoy free food, song,
to members of their families. dance, caligraphy, and
If anyone is interested much more! The event will
in giving a donation towards take place in Hamlin Hall
this cause, please mail it to between 5:30-8:30 p.m.
331 Wethersfield Avenue, Sponsored by the Asian
Hartford, Connecticut or American Students
bring it personally to the Association, Area Studies
Dept., Dean of Students
marathon.
and Modern Languages
Financial support is Dept.

available for Legislative internships this Summer. The
William Cotter CongresD.G. Brinton Thomp- sional Internship Fund, enson Prize in American His- dowed in memory of U.S.
tory, $500. Open to all classes. Congressman William R.
The award is'to* a paper con- Cotter, Trinity '49, provides
sideredby the department to a stipend for Students doing
be an excellent one in the internships in the offices of
any United States Senator or
field of American history.

Through Friday April 23"Pathogens and
Parameters," paintings by
Kim Piotrowski, a Trinity
College Senior. Mather
Artspace, Mather Hall. 10
a.m. to 8 p.m. Daily Free
admission. Information:
(203) 297- 2001.

Miles A. Tuttle Prize,
$700 Seniors only. It will be
awarded for papers and theses written independently or
in a course or seminar. The
prize will go to the student
whose paper is judged to be
the best in any field of History. Paper should be at least
15 pages in length

PETER'S FRIEND'S

w,Th,Fn,sat

7:30

1991: THE YEAR PUNK BROKE

M, sat

9:50

THE EFFICIENCY EXPERT (PG)

sun,Mon,Tue

7:30
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Weekend Spent In Washington, D.C.

Two Trinity Freshmen Finalists In National
evening of Thursday, March
18th and spent three nights at
the Hyatt Regency on Capital
Trinity was the only Hill. On Friday, they spent most
school to have two students of the day touring Arlington
among the 12 award-winners in National Cemetery, the White
the essay contest sponsored by House, the Supreme Court and
the Center for the Study of the the Library of Congress.
The visit to the Jefferson
Presidency.
Etienne Shanon and Building of the Library of ConKarim Sadik-Khan, both fresh- gress was a highlight of the
men, were awarded second hon- weekend for Shanon. He studorable mention for their stories ied the recently renovated buildon the required topic of "De- ing in his 19th century architecmocracy in Transition." Their ture class last semester,
Friday night, Eli Segel,
standing meant they placed between fourth and eighth in the Assistant to President Clinton
for National Service, delivered
nation-wide contest.
In recognition of their the keynote address. Segel's
achievement, Shanon and Sadik- speech was overtly political, acKhan participated in a weekend cording to Shanon. "He is defisymposium in Washington, nitely a Democrat," said Shanon.
D.C, March 19-21. They were Both Trinity students sit on the
escortedby PoliticalScience pro- conservative side in McKee's
fessor Dr. Clyde McKee, who ideologically divided class seatencourage students in his ing arrangement.
AmericanNationalGovernment
On Saturday, a variety of
to enter the annual contest.
lectures were available, includThe three took the train to ing a debate between current
the nation's capital on the Democratic National Chairman
BYRICKZEDNIK
Senior Editor

tivNCoretest

and a former Republi**''
can National Chairman.
Attending .the
symposium were 600
students chosen 'by
varying means from
colleges and universities from around the
country.
The students got
V
to mingle with each
other during meals and
a mixer one evening.
"The symposium
gave students like myself an opportunity to
interact with government officials andto express my views with
others," said Shanon, Kltrlla
who plans to major in
Sadik-Khan and Etienne Shanon both received second
historyandperhapspo- h o n o r a b l e mention by the Center for the Study of the President.
year McKee promises his stuin the United Nations.
litical science as well.
McKee's students are re- dents that if they win the con' Shanon's essay, which
made the 2500 word limit ex- quired to write a related paper test, he will sponsor their trip to
actly, was titled "The Role of later this semester. Sadik-Khan Washington.
McKee has had five other
Democracy in the Post Cold War and Shanon were two of twelve
Era." It examined democracy as students in the course to finish winners in years past. This was
an ideology gaining prominence their required essays early in the first time he escorted two
in countries across the globe and order to enter the contest. Each students.

r

1993-94 Budget Balanced For Twenty-Second Straight Year
continued from page I

lion. The library will receive an
increase of 4.8%, up to $2.55
million for its operating procedures. Book purchases and periodical increases rose to almost
one-half of the overall library
budget.
The instruction costs for
the college increased as well,
accounting for almost one-third
of the non-ancillary budget of
the college. The cost of the academic programs as well as the
undergraduate program and
salaries and benefits rose to
$16.37 million. Graduate and
other academic program expenses rose 6.8% to $3.1 million.
The auxiliary enterprises
which consist of the costs that
provide many of the school's
extra-curricular activities increased2.8%to$9.5 million. The
athletics budget rose to $291,
525, up 2.7%.
Many of the increases in
the college's budget were due to
the different economic factors
effecting the school. Mr. Sauer

said that while the normal
economy operates with the Consumer Price Index, colleges and
universities are influenced today by the High Education Price
Index (HEPI).
"Colleges face different
inflation factors due to the fact
that it is necessary to be on the
cutting edge of technology,"
Sauer said. "For example, we
need to invest heavily in computing and science in the classroom to prepare our students."
Other influential factors include
the expense of utilities, high financial aid requests, and maintenance costs of the buildings
and grounds.
Sauer spoke of the necessity of the lack of deficit again
this year: "The Board of Trustees won't allow us to be in the
red. Weneedabalanced budget
to impress our fund-raisers.
Trinity has to prove that it is
capable of managingits money."
He also indicated, however, that as important as gifts
are to the college, the only make

Summer
at

BROWN
UNIVE

RSITY

For more information contact:
Office of Summer Studies
BoxT
Brown University
Providence, R! 02912
(401) 863-7900 * Fax. (401) 863-7908

Public Service & lnfo(4.9%)

lnstruction(27.9%)

Student Services(4.7%)

Auxiliary Enterprises(16.2%)

Operation & Maintenance(9.0%)
Other Education Programs(5.3%)
Financial Aid(16.2%)

up 5% of the college's revenues.
Consequently, increases in tuition are not likely to disappear
any time soon. "The lion's share
of our income is dependent on
tuition," Sauer said. "We have
to get away from that.
As costs go up, we want
to defray those costs from the
student, Since we are so dependent on tuition, however, that is

tough to do." Last year, tuition
and fees generated over $30 million, or 54.4% of the college's
incoming revenue. This year,
with the proportional increase,
tuition-generated-revenue will
remain the same percentage
wise, but be increased to over
$31.6 million.
Sauer believed the budget committee was fair in its

decision, and allocated enough
monies to assure the best interests of the college. "Although
many requests had to be deferred or denied, we believe this
budget to be prudent and fiscally responsible, though very
tight. It should permit us to
maintain, and build upon, the
valued experience that is a Trinity Education."

Article Sparks Demands For Equality
and administration that had
Continued from page 1
to Williams. The students were been present during the negonot allowing any individual, fac- tiations. The demands read:
ulty or student, to enter or exit
-We condemn one
the building until negotiations individual's ability to use the
had been settled.
media as an oppressive tool.
A group of about 30 stu-We Demand that Trinity
dents participated, most of College stop treating racism as a
whom had been in attendance Black/White issue.
at the meeting the night before.
-Orientation for first year
They took part in blockading students must accommodate
the door. Several faculty mem- students of all ethnic backbers became upset when they grounds.
were informed they were not
-We demand that Trinity
allowed to enter their offices af- College diversify its curriculum.
ter their lunch break. Dr. John
-Trinity College must diMullahy, Associate Professor of versify its faculty and adminisEconomics, was disgruntled, tration. We demand the hiring
and said to one of the students, of more minority professors and
"If you don't like [Trinity], then
administrators.
leave."
-Trinity College must diThe "sit-in" lasted about versify its student body. We
two and a half hours, when word demand the creation of fifty
came that the demands were spaces for IDP students of Latin
being signed. A reporter from American descent from the
The Hartford Courant, and report- neighborhood and a substantial
ers from, Fox, NBC, and CBS increase in IDP financial aid
covered the event. Marlon came funding," Further, we demand
out of the admissions office, and an increase in recruitment efread the list of demands that forts of minority students from
had been signed by all faculty public high schools.

-We demand that Trinity
College remain an open campus
permanently.
-We demand a house for
Latin American Students and a
separate house for the AsianAmerican Students within the
next twelve months.
Dean Thomas spoke in
support of efforts to continue
the acquisition of the above
listed demands, "The coalition
of Latin-American, AfricanAmerican, Asian-American and
white students really did what
they should, coming up with
constructive ideas for the college to address."
President Gerety and
Dean Winer were out of town
on Friday, and will be presented
with the list of demands upon
their return.
The outcome of the meeting was positive, according to
many students, including LauraLiza Rodriguez '96, "The door is
open, now we have to walk in,
make ourselves comfortable,
and start making the demands
happen."
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New System To Improve
Registration Process
BY LUKE MADIGAN
Ne\vs Writer

way there will be no rush to get
your form into the Registrar. The
weekstartingMonday, April 19
The Office of the Regis- and lasting until April 21 will be
trar has now revamped the pro- enrollment time. Forms will be
cedure forregistrntion. This was accepted from 8:30 Monday
prompted by complaints of hav- morning to 4:00 Wednesday afing to hunt down professors to ternoon.
get him/her to sign your PerAccording
to the
mission of Instructor form, and Registrar's office, the process
to accommodate the problem of was changed for two reasons,
limited enrollment in certain First, this new form of regislraclasses.
tion gives advising the more

It promises to ease the burden of registration
in the hectic final weeks of school
Starting this April there
will be no need to worry about
whether you are being shut out
of that class because you turned
in your form and the class was
full. The new registration format now puts more emphasis
on the advising part of registration than on getting your form
in to the Registrar.
Now, the week of April 12
through April 16 will be an advising week. During this time
students are expected to obtain
all PI slips and the signature of
their advisor. Also during this
time no registration forms will
be allowed to be turned in. This

prominent role that it deserves.
Second, for those students wanting to enroll in a mix of limited
enrollment classes and classes
requiring a faculty signature, it
gives them a more equal chance
to obtain the classes they desire.
The new registration format easily will outdo the old
one. The students will now be
able to make decisions about
classes more easily and wisely
than before. It promises to ease
the burden of registration in the
hectic final weeks of school.
The new registration
forms will be placed in the boxes
on Tuesday or Wednesday.

Peter B's Coffee Stand Will
No Longer Serve Trinity
shop from the Ga Hows Hill store.
Unfortunately, nothing can be
done to dispel the malicious
Until recently a small cof- slander which permeates the
fee shop has been located in a elimination of the coffee outlet,
portion of the Gallows Hill Book- for, Mr. Brainard is an extremely
store. However, Peter B's coffee busy man, and is exceedingly
outlet was the victim of certain difficult to get in touch with. He
economic pressures, and was is truly a shaker and a maker, a
forced to withdraw from cam- mover and a groover, a member
of the coffee generation.
pus.
If the curiosity of what
This outlet was operated
by Mr. Peter B. Brainard, Trinity actually happened to the coffee
College class of 1988. Peter B's venders business approaches a
coffee shop was a scion of the critical mass, one should make a
mother company Peter B's run down to the Espresso ComEspresso Company, which is pany on Farmington avenue and
located on Farmington Avenue request an audience with Mr.
Brainard, perhaps while
in West Hartford.
Rumors and myth sur- suavely sippinga Peruvian cafe'
round the removal of the coffee a la chaplis an sabot.
BY TIM SULLIVAN
News Writer

Dean of Students Meets To
Look At SGA's Demands
continued from page I

in the Medical Office and the
Campus Safety Office, the two
offices under the authority of
the Dean of Students w hich were
criticized by student leaders at
the Trustee Meeting.
Changes in the shuttle
system were discussed at length,
much lo the dismay of the SGA
officers in attendance. Quanti
Davis '93, Emelie East '94, and
Kirsten Kowalski '93, the three
SGA officers, were under the

as often as they like and about
any subject they desire. Ms.
Corbin suggested that committees in the SGA be liaisons between students and faculty and
administration.
Ms. Kowalski responded
that it should be the responsibility of the administration to seek
the opinion of the students, perhaps through SGA committees,
on various issues.
The SGA officers recommended to the administration

"You guys have terrific pozver:
—Dean of Students, David Winer
impression that the meeting was
to discuss changes in the
College's decision making process in general.
"You guys have terrific
fiower," Dean Winer said to the
officers. He stressed the fact
that students can meet with
members of the administration

at the meeting how to include
the students in the College's
decision making process. Ms.
East said later, "The decision
making process needs to be
changed. It is less an issue of
individual complaints and more
an issue of the structure of inequality on this campus."
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The stories which you are about to read are taken directly from the files of Trinity College's Depart inent of Campus Safety. The names of
those involved have been eliminated in order to protect the innocent and She guilty. Please note Hint all suspects are innocent until proven guilty in
a court of law. This feature of the Nervs section is designed to belter inform the College community of the day to day workof Campus Safety officers.

Psi-U Psurprise
On Sunday morning at 2:50 AM, a Campus Safety officer went to Psi-U to close down the
party. A fight had broken out inside andmbved out into the street. The officer called for backup.
The fight was broken up, but n large crowd still lingered. An on-duty Hartford Police officer
driving by ordered the crowd to disperse. Other Hartford Police officers responded, and
eventually everyone left.

Double Detention
Get a load of this. A student was arrested TWICE in one weekend. On Friday night, the
student was at the Psi-U party mentioned above. The Campus Safety report says that the student
was tampering with a light bar on a police car and was arrested for breach of peace. But, the student
said, "I was leaning against the car, and I got thrown in jail." He added that "I think I was used
as an example to get others out of Psi-U.... It was a heinous experience."
The following night, the same student was observed urinating near the AD house by an onduty (real) Hartford Police officer. He was subsequently arrested for public urination. Geez, you
gottahave sympathy for this guy. "I was in the wrong place at the wrong time," the student said.

Additional Arrests
Yes, there were more arrests this weekend. On Saturday night an officer was closing down
the party at AD when a non-student wouldn't leave and demanded more beer. The angry attendee
was arrested.

Psycho Psqukrel Psequel
On March 22nd the building at 79 Vernon Street was once again penetrated by a squirrel.
Ignoringprevious warnings that if he came oncampus again thecriminaltrespassingstatute would
apply and he would be arrested, the squirrel gained entry to the building around 5 PM.
DCS-BK staled that he was unsure if it was the same squirrel that broke in the night before,
because "he didn't identify himself." He speculated that the squirrel may have been casing the
building. "He had been surveying the bulging," and broke in "when everyone had gone home,"
said DCS-BK.
This time the squirrel was bagged and removed from the building. Campus Safety urged all
members of the Trinity Community that they should be aware of suspicious squirrel behavior on
campus.

little Larceny
A student was approached by two individuals as he attempted to enter Little dormitory. One
of the individuals said to the student, "Nice jacket, how much did you pay for it?" The student was
also asked when students were leaving for spring break, whereupon the student answered "In a
few weeks." One of the individuals asked to see the jacket and said, "Let me see it on me." He
reached over and started to unzip the jacket. The student tried to enter the dorm, but was blocked
bytheotherindividual. Gneof thesuspects pulled oura screwdriver and said "Give me thejacket"
Trie student took off and ran towards Mather and reported the incident to Campus Safety.

Midnight Mugging
A male and a female student were assaulted in an attempted robbery on Sunday morning at
1:45 AM. The two students were walking down the Long Walk and were approached by 4-6 male
non-students who demanded money. The students refused to give them any money, at which time
the female student was assaulted by the individuals. The students fled and ran into Northam
Towers. A witness alerted security by using the call box on Northam, and Campus Safety and the
Hartford Police responded.
Three of the suspects were apprehended, one in the front yard of the old President's house,
and the other two in front of the Smith House. The other(s) got away. The three arrested were
between the years of 18 and 20 years old and from North Haven. They were charged with second
degree robbery, and third degree assault.

Ticket & Tow
In response to a plethora of complaints from people in the surrounding neighborhood, the
HartfordPolicedepartmenthasbeenticketingcars illegally-parked on SummitStreet. DCS-BKsaid
that they probably "will be tagging for a while." He also suspected that they may also low cars
which are parked there.

Parking Perpetrators
Campus Safety is "developing a list of multiple ticket offenders," said DCS-BK. Unregistered
cars with 5 or more tickets are the target of this criminal crackdown against alleged automobile
banditos. Campus Safety is apparently tracking down the owners of these cars and will be sending
them a bill for their mischievous manners.
"If you're on this list, you'll get a letter. If your car is found again, it will be towed. I think
a lot of students think we don't have the ability to track down owners of the vehicles," said DCSBK.

Student Harassed
According to Campus Safety, a male is feeling threatened over a confrontation that he and
a female student had recently. Campus Safety would not elaborate on the nature of this
disagreement. However, four male associates of the female student were ordered off campus and
told that their return would result in their arrest concerning this matter. A Campus Safety officer
escorted the male student to classes one day this week. "We don't anticipate any further
altercations," said DCS-BK. He added that, "Both our office and the Dean of Students office are
dealing with this issue."

Stupid Stuff
These are kinda boring, but well here they are anyway.... On March 24 a Snob (Saab) parked
outside Ogilby was broken into. A Jeep was busted into in the Ferris lot. Nothing was taken from
either car. Also, 42 track lighting fixtures were taken from a locked closet in Austin Arts sometime
between the first week in February and March 23. They are valued at $56 each. Lastly, burning
paper in the stairwell set off the fire alarm in High Rise on Sunday.
-_
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New Tersey Farmer Outwits Intellectual Best

Former Trinity Student Wins
he was watching Jeopardy! and saw that each given little school bells," Abrams were all very nice, do wn to earth people."
there was going to be a contestant search said, "and took turns calling out the cat- Yet, the exhilaration of being seen naegories." Even though he did extremely tionally by 38 million people does not
at Resorts in Atlantic City.
Without hesitation, he journeyed well in this segment, it was still no guar- seem to have changed this genuine man.
Before his show was even taped,
antee that he would
off to test his mental
the contestant coordinators had asked
be called back.
acumen
against
"I told them the finalist what they would do if they
some of the sharpest
that I was not avail- won. Abrams decided to relay an old
minds in the area.
able until October Rodney Dangerfield story. "Someone
Abrams anbecause
the summer asked me if I was going to ou t and get the
swered the requisite
is a busy time for the girls, booze, and swing. But I said I'm
7 out of 10 questions
farm." The Jeopardy! going to go out and buy a farm and one
and was then asked
people
were going to day I'll sell it for lots of money, and then
to return two weeks
have to wait. And I'll get the booze, girls, and swing."
later for an intense
waiting was exactly
round of questionIn all sincerity, though, Abrams
what they did.
ing.
said that he might buy some exercise
On November equipment or travel to New Zealand, but
"There were
17, 1992, John "I'll probably save most of it for a rainy
two video monitors,
Abrams was flown day."
and Alex [Trebek]
from the elysium
read us the equivaNot much seems to have changed
fields of his New Jer- for John D. Abrams since his brief stint at
lent of '$800 quessey farm to the posh Trinity. He still loves to play chess and
tions' " he said. Al- John D. Abrams as he appeared in
Jeopardy1, studios. Up has always loved to learn and read. But
though he was not the 1975 student handbook.
against some of the most of all, this 35 year old farmer is
sure how many he
answered correctly, it was obviously most intellectually sharp minds in happy with his life.
more than 35 out of the 50 since he was America, he amassed a two day total of
"I'm sure it was a surprise to
one of only 19 people to advance to the $15,000 only to be defeated in his third many," he said, "but farmers are bright
next round.
people too because they need to know
game.
Those chosen few were then bro"I enjoyed my contact with the much more than simply planting and
ken up into groups of three. "We were other contestants," said Abrams, "they harvesting."

BY PAUL SULLIVAN
News Editor
The glitz and glamour of Hollywood, (California was a striking contrast
to John D. Abrams' daily routine on his
family's farm in Tabernacle, New Jersey.
But Hollywood was exactly where
Abrams found himself when he appeared
on the television game show, Jeopardy!
On March 9,10, and 11, Abrams,
who entered Trinity in 1975, responded
to a myriad of questions ranging from
ones on "The New Kids On the Block" to
the more traditional inquiries about history and science. Yet, this was the culmination of a long and difficult journey that
had begun last June.
After graduating from Shawnee
High School, Abrams was prepared to
continue his studies in Trinity's Class of
1979. While here, he enjoyed playing on
the chess team; yet for some reason he
"never felt particularly comfortable."
Perhaps, it was the memory his family's
vegetable farm, but for whatever reason
Abrams left Trinity after two years.
Until last June, Abrams was fulfilling the Jeffersonian dream of the small
yeoman farmer. But one day last spring,

Psychic Reads Students'Minds To Crowd's Amazement
him, and he began to study the field. His
uncle, the "black sheep" of the family,
won his livingas a "psychic consultant,"
Craig Karges, entertainer and and taught Karges all about those unex"mentalist," entered the Washington plored regions of the mind, and all about
room above Mather Hall on Thursday, the power of intuition.
March 25th, with a show that could make
With training and a lot of studyany skeptic take a second look at the idea ing, Karges forged ahead in life. After a
of psychic powers.
sturdy upbringing in West Virginia, he
Whereas most skeptics have only graduated with a degree in Communicabeen practicing their art for a few years, tions from Marshall University. Only
Karges has been harnessing magic since then did he begin to perform as a mentalhe was a child. He said, shockingly ist himself.
enough, that he was an entertainer beNow thirty-five, he has staged over
fore he was a psychic. After practicing a thousand shows on more than five
stage magic for several years, Craig, still hundred college campuses across the
a child, saw a "mentalist" perform; a continental United States. He has been
mentalist, Karges explained, is not a named Campus Entertainer of the Year
magician, nor will he admit to being a by the National Association of Campus
psychic, but is rather a cross of the two. Activities, and Performer of the Year by
The psychic aspect of the show intrigued the International Psychic Entertainers'
BYEVANZALL
News Writer
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Association. This activist and believer
had some experience under his belt for
the Trinity audience.
The act started out slowly since
Karges knew that everyone would be a
little cautious. He began with a simple
exercise that required little audience participation. He had a volunteer blindfold
him with half-dollars, masking tape, a
blindfold - almost everything that was
available-and then proceeded to request
objects from the audience. The volunteers approached Karges with the objects,
butneverlethimmakecontactwiththem.
It seemed to take very little effort for the
performer to describe the nature and
details of the objects. He even succeeded
in naming the brand of beer off a bottle.

Hethenmovedontowhathecalled
the "mind reading" segment of the show,
during which he correctly told many
their birthdays, addresses and even the
name of one person's new dog.
The act became progressively astounding. He performed more mindreadings, moved a table using only his
will, and ended by risking his paycheck
on the intuition of an audience member.
However, Karges later admitted
that a good one-third of his act relies on
props and gimmicks. He even went so
far as to say that another third is based
solely on odds and statistics. Only the
remainder is pure intuition and psyche.
The fact that the show was so imp/cam turn to page 11

ER.O.S. Formed To Deal
With All Sexual Preferences
BYBETHGENCO
News Writer

presence known over the past three
weeks. The consciousness-raising signs
abouthomosexuality and bisexuality (inA new group has been formed on cluding a banner placed over the Cook
campus to deal with issues of being gay, arch) were made by students in the group
lesbian or bisexual. The group, which out of their own initiative. The structure
calls themselves Encouraging Respect Of of the group is such that any and all
Sexualities, o- E.R.O.S., formed three action is welcome, activities such as the
weeks ago and has already conducted sign hanging are encouraged. Two
activities to raise awareness of issues Thursday's ago, signs were also made to
involving sexuality. Their initial meet- encourage the community to wear their
ings have had a strong turnout of up to 80 blue jeans in support of all sexual preferpeople.
ences. The group plans to remain active
The idea to form a new group grew with initiatives like these, hopefully planout of the interest in raising awareness ning one type of activity per week.
about the gay, lesbian, and bisexual issue
At a recent meeting, possibilities
after it has remained relatively silent on for future action were discussed. While
campus for quite some time. Students the structure of the group remains relafrom the Trinity Gay, Lesbian, and Bi- tively loose, with no elected "leaders"
sexual Alliance and the Residential Life
and instead an emphasis on group disprogram conducted an RA in-service
cussion and input, there appears to be a
workshop dealing with homophobia on
general
agreement that the goal is to stay
campus, which led to the larger meeting.
vocal
and
active.
E.R.O.S. places a deep emphasis on comSome
of the possible future projects
munity action, strongly encouraging anyfor
the
group
include startingup a newsone and everyone who wishes to get
letter to conduct a dialogue about gay,
involved to do so.
lesbian, and bisexuality, expanding and
Besides planning events, E.R.O.S. updating the book selection in the liplans to meet once a week on Sunday brary to include more books on gay and
nights to listen to speakers, watch films, bisexual related issues, organizing a
orholddiscussions. An additional group speakout or open forum, putting on
meets on Wednesdays to organize and workshops in the dorms to deal with
plan objectives for the Sunday meeting. homophobia, and starting a support
The planning meetings on Wednesdays group where people of ALL sexual prefare open to anyone.
erences can have a safe haven to discuss
The group has already made their issues of sexuality.
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Watson Sends McBride To Adam Sandier Hays
Latin America For A Year To Packed House

I3YRICKZEDN1K
Senior Editor

Deborah McBride '93 had
extra reason to celebrate her
22nd birthday on March 15. She
found out she was awarded
$15,000 in the form of a Watson
Fellowship for a year of independent research in three Latin
American countries.
"It was a wonderful day,"
said the senior from Winnetka,
111., for whom notif icrffcibn ended
eight months of anxiety. "I
started writing in the beginning
of July," she said of her proposal, which was due September 18,1992,
McBride's winning proposal is to study the informal
sector of the local economy of
the industrialized Latin American cities. She plans to leave the
last week of August and evenly
divide her 12 months between
Monterey, Mexico; San Jose,
Costa Rica; and San Pedro Sula,
Honduras. Although these will
be three new cities to her,
McBride has spent two summers
in Mexico and one in Ecuador.
McBride defined the informal sector ns people peddling
goods on the street to tourists
and local markets. She said little
formal research has been done
on these mobile market people
who sell everything from textile

goods to ice cream to lottery
tickets. Despite reportedly comprising 35 percent of the Latin
American labor force and up to
65 percent in some countries,
she said, "They don't exist as far
as the formal economy is concerned."
As a fluent speaker of
Spanish, McBride expects her
socio-economic study to involve

continued from page 10
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Deborah McBride '93.
a lot of walking on the street and
discussing questions of politics
and economics with the vendors.
Despite the challenges of street
vending as a primary or only
source of income, "some make
bastante dincro," or enough
money to live comfortably, according to McBride. Excited to
learn about the culture growing
out of this group, she said, "I
think Latin Ameiica has some-

subject is taken so seriously.
Butwhenmaterialispresenled
in Karges' light-hearted manner, it-becomes more real. We
may be laughing at what we
see, but we still see it.
So, Craig Karges left the
campus wi th a'f e w more thinking minds behind him.
Apparently, there is
more upstairs than we sometimes think.

Student Groups' Budget
Proposals Due Into SGA
committee will then contact
each organization with its decision. All decisions are mailed
It's time once again for out on the same day, and orgathe 1993-1994 budget propos- nizations will receive notificaals for all student groups. If tion no later than the first day of
you are the head of a student reading days before Spring Figroup, new or old, you need to nal Exams. Appeals are pospick up an SGA Student Activi- sible but only on a case by case
ties Fund Appropriations basis, for allocations for indiManual in SLRC, Student Life vidual activities sponsored by
Resource Center. This packet the group.
Keep in mind some genmust be filled out and returned
by April 2, by 4 p.m., this is the eral criteria that the committee
last day of classes before spring uses to determine need, these
include the uniqueness and size
break.
The next step is to set up of the group, historic fiscal rean interview with SGA budget sponsibility of the group,
committee. This year's com- whether or not the group's acmittee members are; Karen tivities benefi t group members,
Samuels, Josh Lahey, Justin Van or the Trinity community at
Etten, Erik Johnson, Julia Ris- large, and, of course, the availing, Jim Moodie, and Kirsten ability of S.A.F. monies.
Best of luck, and rememKowalski, SGA Vice President
ber to meet the deadlines. It is
of Finance.
Then, while your organi- encouraged that student groups
zation waits, the budget com- turn in their .proposals early.
mittee meets and decides each Questions should be,directed
.group's all£tment.. The budggt_ to the SI.RCatX2170.
BY LIZZ PLAIT

News Writer
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the Christian Science Monitor,

Psychic Thrilled Crowd
With Amazing Ability
pressive forced many to wonder whether Karges considers
this entertainment a "sell-out"
of psychic talents.
He flatly refused, and
brought this writer to realize
that it is through performances
such as this that thought is provoked. When the "Psychic
Friends Network" advertises,
it is easy to scoff, because the

thing to teach us about the informal sector."
When she looks forward
to her journey, McBride said her
only concern is that of getting
sick due to travel. Otherwise,
she said she is almost overcome
with the "raw excitement" of
being "in this huge Latin American classroom for a year. I'm so
psyched/I have little anxiety."
In addition to the quarterly reports she is required to
send to the Watson board,
McBride hopes to submit op-ed
pieces to the New York Times and
Thanks to some hard
work and good fortune, McBride
is already laying the groundwork for life after her Watson
year. She was recently admitted
to the Institute of Latin American Studies at the University of
Texas in Austin, There, she will
concentrate in communications
and earn a master's degree in
two years.
As for the longer term, she
said she would like to write stories for various publications as a
stringer in Latin America. Ultimately, however, she said she
would like to teach.
That, however, remains
the long range goal. In the meantime, she has more years
planned than many of her classmates have begun to thinkabout.

BETH PIRO

Adam Sandier entertained a capacity crowd at the Ousting
Gym tin Friday Night. Although i'aunchy and offensive at
times, the crowd was pleased by his performance.
Moreover, Sandier decided to sample Trinity's social life by
visiting The View and Pike afterwards.

Political Science Professor To Share
Expertise In Russia And Ukraine
BY RICK ZEDNIK
Senior Editor

Grateful for the unique
opportunity to venture to Russia and Ukraine, Clyde D.
McKee, Jr., expects to find a way
to overcome a personal weakness.
"I don't vacation very
well/' said the 63 year old Political Science professor.
He hardly views the invitation to serve in a Public Affairs Education Delegation as a
vacation. McKee's delegation
will spend two weeks aiding and
learning from public policy
scholars and practitioners in the
two most populated former republics of the Soviet Union.
"I don't think they have
many good golf courses or tennis courts," quipped the avid
sportsman. "I'm notlooking forward to the food, particularly."
The group will convene
in New York City on May 24 for
an orientation before they leave
for Kiev the next day. They will
spend four nights in Ukraine's
capital city, and then transfer to
Moscow, where they will be for
four more nights. They will then
continue on to St. Petersburg for
four nights and finally fly back
to New York on June 6.
The current political instability in Russia has caused
McKee's wife and children to
suggest that maybe he ought to
withdraw. Viewing the turmoil
as added incentive, he intends
to stick to the plan. "This is a
very exciting time to be a political scientist," McKee said.

It would take more than
the current political problems
and the $5,000 price tag to keep
McKee from making the trip.
"I've never had an opportunity
to be a student in a truly revolutionary situation," he said.
Although he does not
speak Russian, McKee is excited

SUZANNE FAWENDER

Professor Clyde McKee.
to talk to some of his counterparts about pedagogical questions. Since his specialty is
American government, McKee
believes he will be able to offer
expertise on the way government is run in this country.

p

"I feel rather honored and
flattered to be selected as a person who is supposed to know
something about organizing
governments," said the man
who has experience in legislative, execu tive, and judicial politics on several levels.
"I have a chance to give
formal presentations and I will
do that. Particularly on how the
American system works. Most
foreigners are extremely interested in the concept of federalism and less so with checks and
balances," he said.
Despite his self-proclaimed discomfort with regards
to travel, this will not be the first
international research experience for McKee. He did some
work in Japan and spent five
months in England studying the
English judicial system. "I have
six children and couldn't do this
until they were out of the nest/'
said McKee, who expects a seventh grandchild shortly before
his departure.
During the fall semester,
McKee will be at the Trinity
College Rome Campus teaching courses in political terrorism and comparing American
and Italian government.

The Tripod
On-line

The Trinity Tripod is available electronically to anyone with
access to a networked computer (Mac or PC).
For information, call X6095.
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A Generation Apart
BY A.C. PALE
World & Nation Writer

Where hasitallgone...the days our
parents can remember with vivid images. The clean city streets, the weekend
trips with the kids, gas for $.10/gallon,
and a nine to five work day of our parBY WILLIAM BRECKENFELD
ents' youth has all but disappeared. My
The U.S. criminaljustice system is ina state of emergency. Public Defenders, father tells me of the days when riding
on the whole, are so overburdened by their caseloads it is impossible for them to the NYC subway cost only a nickel (now
defend their clients to the best of their ability. The absence of needed funding to it's a buck twenty-five). It seems we have
increase the size of the staff is plaguing many offices all over the country. There is left behind and have managed to glameven one case in New Orleans where a Public Defender, Richard Teissier, has filed orize a part of our history that may have
suit against himself demanding that the judge find his work inadequate and been a much more desirable era in which
therefore order more money be allotted to his office to hire more lawyers.
to live.
The current system of providing legal counsel was established by the Sixth
Doo-wop is played on the oldies
Amendment and reaffirmed by the Supreme Court case, Gideon v. Wainwright in stations, those great looking cars are now
1963. This case held that all people accused of crimes are entitled to legal classics seen mostly in shows, cruising is
representation. Clarence Gideon was arrested for breaking and entering and was a thing of the past, and the old Elvis-do is
forced to represent himself for lack of funds. While in prison he studied law and gone. The past seemed to be a more
eventually appealed his case.
wholesome and more innocent time for
This system is ideologically sound, but has proven difficult to put into our parents. The pressures of our genpractice in these budget conscious times. According to "The Trials of the Public eration such as drugs and alcohol weren't
Defender," which appeared in this week's Time, only 2,3% of all federal funding for huge issues of the past. My father tells
criminal justice goes towards public defense services, Obviously, with this mini- me of the times drug users and/or dealmal funding, it has become nearly impossible to give indigent criminals effective ers came oh his block. Dad and his friends
counsel. Currently most Public Defenders are not able to investigate their clients' would beat the hell out of them so they
cases, let alone interview anyone. In most cases, the attorneys' first meeting with wouldn't come back. Harsh as it may
their client is only an hour or so before the hearing.
seem, actions like that were for the presDoes this system seem even remotely just? Could justice possibly be served ervation of their life-styles. Life-styles
using the "plead-'em-and-speed-'em through strategy"? One of the most funda- which were centered around ethnicity,
mental principles of our system is that the accused is innocent until proven guilty. A whole block-full or two of Italians or
What I have just stated anyone could have read in Time this week. One Germans, where everyone knew each
possible solution that the article did not address was the socialization of the legal other and watched out for one another
profession, I fully realize that our national deb t is soaring and expenses are bound
was a remarkably safe environment to
to increase with the new social health care policy that's on the drawing board, but grow up in.
restructuring of the legal system will be necessary to alleviate the current
Everyone likes to go to Little Italy
injustices being perpetrated by overworked Public Defenders.
or Chinatown in NYC. Those places are
Not only would socialization aid this particular situation, but it would also cultural centers for everyone. And back
remove some other biases. For example: Good legal counsel is extremely expen- when our parents were growing up, evsive, to the point that it is nearly impossible for individuals to sue corporations due eryneighborhood was based onethnicity.
to the overwhelming cost.
Granted the racisms and various hatreds
In short, an implementation of a socialized legal system would be complex between groups was unnecessary, but
and expensive, but I feel well worth it.
all in all the set up was beneficial for
growing up.
i

I don't want to sound like past
high ranking Republicans, but family
values and emphasis on the family as
being the central unit of reliance has been
lessened. I don't think I have suffered
from this because I get along very well
with my parents. I get along with them
in the sense that they are more than parents, they are friends. They help me
make decisions, but respect my independence. Maybe it is because we are Italian,
maybe it's because they both grew up in
(separate) all Italian neighborhoods, or
maybe it's because I got lucky having
such great parents. For whatever the
reason, I have benefited from this "old
world," if you will, and have recognized
the fact that I am not a product of my
generation. I love doo-wop and old music
from the mid to late fifties and early to
mid sixties. I would give anything to
own a white, black top sixty-five convertible Ford Mustang. I would enjoy
walking through Manhattan to see people
putting their trash in the garbage cans.
Honestly, I don't see the trash in the
garbage cans, I don't have a Mustang in
my garage and no one listens to that
music with me.
But hey, we get by, right? We have
managed to get on with our lives without
a second thought, right? Well, this article
is my thousandth second thought. I can
only imagine how life would've been for
me back when our parents were growing
up. I'm convinced that I was bom in the
wrong era, but we make do, right? It's
too bad that I have to be content with
saying that. All it means to me is that our
cities and highways are still going to be
garbage dumps when I wake up tomorrow, the Rock 'n Roll radio stations are
still going to be pumping out the Black
Crowes and the Spin Doctors, and most
definitely there will be no Mus tang in my
garage.
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Radical Feminism In The Twentieth Century
BY RACHEL P . GOLD
World & Nation Writer

fields of interest, but specifically, the dis- now, a Bush supporter by any stretch of
cussion of feminism as a field in and of _ the imagination, but did it ever occur to
itself. It's gotten to the point where ' anyone that Mrs. Bush was brought up in
Two weeks ago, I was silling in a women are afraid, or rather embarrassed a different generation? Or that perhaps
literature seminar, and the novel we were to call themselves feminists because of she takes just as much pride in what she
discussing was ]mw Eyre. Naturally, then, the militant nature of the movement. As does as any female doctor or lawyer may?
the subject of feminism was one which onejournalistputit, women are rejecting Or how about the fact that, beca use of the
quickly advanced to the forefront of our the feminist movement because of all the position she was in,she was able to act in
discussion, much as it is a topic which "antis" associated with it.
capacities and serve public goods, that
has climbed its way to the top in our
When Barbara Bush was asked to she may not otherwise have been able to?
nation over the past few years.
I didn't like Jane Eyre. As far as I
could tell, she was a woman who thought When Barbara Bush was asked to be the guest speaker at
alol about doing all sorts of great things Wellesley's commencement, the proposal was met with a
that she was never quite able to achieve.
I suppose that the rare appearance of adamant opposition from students. Why? Because stufemale protagonists in the era in which dents at Wellesley didn't believe that inviting a woman
Bronte wrote her "masterpiece" invited
this feminist critique, but I don't believe who's fame lay in her husband's position embodied the
in imposing "isms" and "movements" goals they were in college to achieve".
upon things that go on around us. In fact,
I believe that such labeling perpetuates be the guest speaker at Wellesley's comA second case: Meredith Viera of
cleavages between groups of people.
mencement, the proposal was met with "Sixty Minutes." The birth of her child a
Between 1984 and 1992, there were adamant opposition from students. few years ago necessitated her request
nearly 400 articles written in periodicals Why? Because students at Wellesley for maternity leave. The network didn't
which focused upon the topic of femi- didn't believe that inviting a woman want to lose her, and so they offered her
nism; noj on great achievements of indi- who's fame lay in her husband's position a position, equally as important, which
vidual women, not on the relations be- embodied the goals they were in college was less demanding and therefore retween men and women in particular to achieve. I am not, as you know by quired fewer hours, allowing her more

time at home. Gratefully, she accepted.
However, when feminist activist groups
got wind of the situation, they screamed
sexism because she would no longer be
on the air. Here, not only were these
groups imposing their own interpretations, they were butting in where they
were neither needed nor wanted.
Feminism does not mean hating
men or turning the tables on them. It's a
commitment to equality and justice.
Women have been in a position throughout history which was considered inferior. We're not going to change that
overnight; anymore so than we can end
world hunger in the same period of time.
But I'll tell you something: militant belligerence isn't going to make things any
easier. And I, for one, refuse to join those
ranks. If there's one goal feminism should
have, it should be to realize that we're all
individuals, and that labels, other than
individual achievements, aren't necessary. I don't do what I do because I'm a
feminist, or even because I'm a woman.
I do what I do because that's just
the way it is. It's what I want, it's what I
enjoy, and I go about getting it any way
I know how.

Is It Nepotism Or Voluntary Service, Mrs. Clinton?
But there is a federal law against its nose at the democratic idea and breeds dency."
The la w did no t allow her to do this
nepotism, prompted after President John corrosive resentment.
However, in the real world, people job as a regular employee, so the health
F. Kennedy appointed his brother RobThe Clinton administration had ert F. Kennedy as his attorney general. get jobs and good treatment for all sorts task force is being run as an evasion—off
recently been sued by the Association of Though Robert Kennedy proved to be a of sinister and irrational reasons. But the the books. "She is an intelligent policy
American Physicians and Surgeons very good attorney general, no previous presidency is so very visible to the Ameri- director and a very smooth politician,"
claiming that 1 Hilary Rodham Clinton is president had placed such a close rela- can public, and it is enough that the U.S. says Republican Rep. Steve Gunderson
not a government employee and that tive in such a high position. So after the presidency has been criticized to be per- of Wisconsin.
During thepresidential campaign,
meetings of her health-care reform task
force must be open to public committees. Hillary Clinton symbolizes the most personal extension of Clintonites claimed it was scandalous
that a council made decisions without
The ruling by Federal Judge Royce
lettingconsumer groups andolher memLamberth agreed with the Association. her husband's power. Yet she has been neither elected or
Nevertheless, this was also a victory for confirmed—and is immune to beingfired...Hillary Clinton bers of the public attend jts meetings.
Then, why is it okay when HiJIary Clind
ton engages in them? This makes the
first
lady and the whole health-care reHillary ciinton had been declared a gov- formulating a policy absolutely central to the program of
form
project appear dangerously arroernmenl employee, she and they would
._,..
, • . , ,•
T
gant. It is understandable that the operahave been forced to face up to a legal the Clltlton
administration.
ilously close to being a monarchy. And tions of her task force have to work in
issue far more serious than sunshine la ws: Kennedy years, Congress forbade presithe last thing we need is a queen or any secret—which is legal and often necesdents
to
appoint
close
relatives
to
jobs
nepotism. Nepotism is the first of sevother member of a royal court. There- sary—particularly when special interes ts
under
presidential
supervision.
eral problems dogging the first lady's
fore, the anti-nepotism law is not an irra- are so intent on influencing the outcome.
In
a
democracy,
nepotism
always
current public activities.
But Hillary Clinton isn't even a governtional one.
causes
resentment.
Relatives
in
high
It sounds silly to associate Hillary
ment
employee, so why does she have
Hillary
Clinton,
by
grace
of
the
Clinton and nepotism. Instead, when we places are living proof that not everyone recent federal court ruling is not a federal privileges to manage a task force that
has
an
equal
chance
at
life's
rewards.
hear "nepotism," we think of corrupt
employee and thus not technically sub- will affect every American and a large
public officials steering contracts to their Because these relatives have a specially ject to anti-nepotism laws. As the portion of the economy?
close relationship with the boss, they can
brothers or putting never-do-well nephThis task force has thus generated
get around the normal lines of authority President's wife, Hillary Clinton symews on the payroll. And Hillary Clinton
and accountability. So,nepotismthumbs bolizes the most personal extension of great anxiety, while allowing Americans
is a lawyer of immense competence.
her husband's power. Yet she has been to sense the air of arrogance that is startneither elected or confirmed—and is ing to emanate from the first lady. And
NOW OPEN SUNDAYS!
immune to being fired. But, there is no we Americans are very practical because
Brunch 10am - 3pm
doubt she is doing a large government if the first lady comes up with a healthFull Menu 10am - 8pm
job. Unlike other first ladies, who have reform plan that is wise and just, then
taken on non-controversial jobs such as doubts about her style of operation will
promoting literacy or beautifying high- shrink. But if not, then grumbling will
ways, Hillary Clinton is the manager of a grow and this grumbling is not just an
528 member organization engaged in unwillingness to see a first lady become
formulating a policy absolutely central an overtly powerful woman. Instead, it
to the program of the Clinton adminis- is a response to the rather haughty way
tration. As stated in the Wall Street Jour- the administration is organizing Hillary
nal, she is "dealing with an issue that's Clinton's activities, and confirm the
fundamental to the success of the presi- Quayle cliche of "pulling a Clinton."
BY LING S. KWOK
World & Nation Writer
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The Top Ten Movies Of All Time
By Dana Meachen and Chris Rau
7K2PODHLMCRinCS
Chris:
It has taken many years for us to compile these lists. In order for a movie to
qualify, it must meet certain specific qualifications. First of all, you musthave seen
the movie at least five times. If you can't watch it five times, then it can't qualify
as one of your favorites. Secondly, you must be able to identify the name of the
ead actor or actress. If you don't care enough to find out who is in the movie, it
was not that memorable. Finally, the movies must span a time period of at least
en years. There have never been enough quality movies released within a twoor three-year period to complete an entire top-ten list.
I will say that these ten movies are not necessarily the finest artistic pieces
Hollywood has ever produced, but all of them are among the most entertaining
you will ever find.
1. Star Wars: This is the movie that will forever represent our generation.
Not only did it break new ground in the area of special effects, but it started one
of the few trilogies made up of three quality films. It also started a toy line that has
never been equaled. I bet every senior on the Trinity campus owned at least one
Star Wars figure when they were young.
2. Glory: Anyone who has not seen Glory is missing one of the finest movies
Hollywood has produced in recent years. Denzel Washington, Morgan Freeman,
nd Matthew Broderick all give amazing performances, and the soundtrack is a
must for any music collection.
3. Dead Poets Society: Call me a sucker for a little drama, but I could watch
:his movie over and over again. Robin Williams is brilliant, and anyone who
wasn't moved by this one doesn't have a heart. The movie is a mixture of music,
rilliant photography, and excellent performances by a group of young actors
/vho are becoming the stars of the 90's.
4. James Bond Films: Although these movies have gotten progressively
, any of the older Bond films belong in everyone's top ten. Pick up the ones
with Sean Connery first, but Roger Moore's notbad. Start with Goldfinger and just
keep on renting.
5. No Way Out: This is Kevin Costner's best movie, and it came out before
he was such a big star. I will admit the movie is never as good after the first time
ou see it, but the first time around is something no one should miss. You might
have to watch it more than once to really understand exactly what happened.
6. The Princess Bride: The ultimate mixture of comedy, romance, and
adventure. I challenge you to find anyone who didn't like this one. It will go down
as Andre the Giant's finest performance, and for a pretty cheap price, makes the
perfect beginning to a video-tape collection.
7. When Harry Met Sally: This is a movie thatjust grows on you. Everytime
you watch it something else strikes you as hilarious. Billy Crystal has never been
better. I admit it's a little slow and romantic, but no movie is better for those rainy
days when you just feel like doing nothing with somebody special.
8. Diehard: I admit that this movie is probably not on everyone's list, and
Bruce Willis has not made a decent film in years, but this is the movie that made
him a star, and with good reason. For pure violence mixed wi th comedy, and highgrade special effects, no movie has ever entertained like this one.
9.Arachnaphobia: I include this as my favorite horror movie of all time. I
know it's not a slasher film, but no movie has ever made me jump like this one. Try
watching the whole movie with your eyes open, and without getting a little
freaked out. I say it's impossible. But at the same time, the movie is lots of fun; no
ridiculous violence, just good clean fright.
10. Some Kind ofWonderful: This is a movie that's a throwback to the early
80's. I'm sure there are many others that could fill this spot, but this is my favorite.
Eric Stoltz is great, and Lea Thompson is perhaps the perfect woman. This movie
also introduced me to the Jesus and Mary Chain, one of the bestbands in existence
today. In fact, the soundtrack is still probably the best any movie has ever
produced.
Well, that's my top ten, please let me know if you think I missed any that
belong; I'm sure I have forgotten a few great ones along the way, but you can't go
wrong with anything on this list!

SUZANNE FALLENDER
The Department of Theater and Dance presented Thornton
Wilder's classic play Our Town in Goodwin Theater this past weekend. Shown
here, John Socas '93, as Simon Stimpson, conducts the Grovers Corner choir
while Jeff Davis '95 and Anne McNamara '95 (George Gibbs and Emily Webb)
study behind them. Directed by Theater Professor Arthur Feinsod, Our Town
explores the everyday life of a small New Hampshire town. A review of Our
Town will appear in the Tripod after Spring Break.

TRINITY COLLEGE
DEPARTMENT OF ENGLISH

PRIZES
SHORT STORIES: The Trinity Alumnus Prizes in Fiction: $250, $175 and
$100 for short stories of any length. One submission per student. Deliver to
Professor Pfeil, Department of English, 115 Vernon Street.
POEMS: John Curtis Underwood Memorial Prizes in Poetry: $200, $125, and
$75. Up to four pages of poetry from each student. Deliver to Professor
Ogden, Department of English, 115 Vernon Street.
PLAYS: The Frank W. Whitlock Prizes in Drama: $200, $150, and $100 for
one-act play scripts. One submission from each student. Deliver to Professor
Feinsod, Austin Arts Center.
ESSAYS: The Alumni Prizes in English Composition: $250 and $150 for
expository writing. Papers originally written for college courses will be accepted if conscientiously revised and retyped. One submission from each
student. Deliver to Professor Wheatley, Department of English, 115 Vernon
Street.
SPEECHES: The F.A. Brown Prize in Public Speaking: $350, $225, and $150.
Requirements:
1) All speeches must be published, public speeches— not speeches from
plays, poetry, or your own compositions.
2) Speeches should run from 3 to 7 minutes (maximum).
3) All submissions should be presented to Professor Narey in the English
Department by 4:00 p.m., FRIDAY, MARCH 26 1993. Include:
• a copy of the speech, including title and author
• running time
• your own name, box #, telephone
4) Speeches will be judged from 4-5:30 p.m., TUESDAY, MARCH 30,1993,
in Austin Arts Center, Room 320.
DEADLINE FOR ALL SUBMISSIONS (EXOFPT FOR SPEECH CONTEST):
Thursday, April 1,1993 at 4:00 p.m. This is two days before the beginning
of Spring Vacation. Ail submissions should be typed. Deliver manuscripts,
unfolded with your name and box number on all pages in the upper left corner.
Include a large, self addressed, stamped envelope for return. Winners will be
announced at the Honors Day Ceremony, Friday May 7 1993 at 3:30 p.m. in
the College Chapel. These contests are open to all undergraduate students
(including IDP students) presently registered at Trinity College.

Poetry Contest

Dana:
I'd have to agree with most of the movies Chris chose for his list, but I have
certainly seen enough movies to form a complete one of my own:
1. TJie Indiana Jones Trilogy: It's no secret that I am the biggest Harrison
Ford fan. And it's beyond a high-school crush thing. I actually love the man. And
who couldn't love him as Indiana Jones. I admit that the second film leaves a little
to be. desired, but as a whole, I could watch these over and over again.
2. Glory: Chris and I tried not to overlap, but I really couldn't resist this one.
It's probably the most moving movie I've ever seen. And I've seen it quite a few
times; I think about four in Cinestudio alone. What I love most about it is its
characterization, which makes it even worse when they all end up dead (sorry!)
I also have to add that this is the only movie I ever saw Chris cry at!
3. Dances with Wolves: This long but amazing film certainly launched
Kevin Cosrner into the position of a highly-respected director. It was also an
important first film addressing the part Native Americans played in history, and
again, it moved me to tears.
please turn to page 15

TheConnecticxitFoetrySocietywelcomessubmJssions
: pfpoetry to the 18thAmualJosephE. Brodine Poetry
Awards Contest Prizes of $250, $75, and $50 will be
awarded, An entrance fee of $2 per poem must be
enclosed with the original tinpublished work. Entries
• will bexeceired between April 15 and July 15,1993.
Please send a : self-addressed, stamped envelope for
contest guidelines to:
.
.
;
"Hie Connecticut Poetry Society
P.O. Box 4827
Waterbury, CT 06704-1992
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Dance Club Performs
Old And New Dances
Unity Jazz Ensemble.
Koeppel Bistro, Vernon Street. Monday, April 12, 6-9 p.m. No cover charge. Information5
(203)297-2001.
Rock and folk music by The Uookhouse Boys.
Koeppel Bistro, Vernon Street. Wednesday, April 14,6-9 p.m. No cover charge Information(203)297-2001.
Works by Brahms, Vaughan Williams and Randall Thompson performed by the Trinity
College Concert Choir and Ihe Connecticut College Chamber Chorus with orchestra. Conducted
by Trinity College Associate Professor of Music Gerald Moshell.
Trinity College Chapel. Friday, April 16 and Saturday, April 17 at 8:15 p.m. General
admission: $6; students and adults over age 60: $4. Box office: (203) 297-2199. Presented by the
Trinity College department of music.
The Niekis.
Koeppel Bistro, Vernon Street. Saturday, April 17, 10 p.m. to 1 a.m. No cover charge.
Information: (203) 297-2001.
Trinity College senior performing arts thesis by Peter Talbol, who will sing songs by Handel,
Vaughan Williams, and Stephen Sondheim,
Carmany Mall, Austin Arts Center, Sunday, April! 8,3:30 p.m. Free admission. Information:
(203) 297-2199.
Tln> I'afon.s.
Koeppel Bistro, Vernon Street. Monday, April 19, 6-9 p.m. No cover charge. Information:
(203)297-2001.
EXHIBITIONS
I'nlliogena mill Piininwtnv: an exhibition of paintings by Kim Piotrowski '93.
Mather Aitspace. March 30-April 23. Opening Reception, March 30,4:30-6:30 p.m.
The Birds of liipoir. writings and illustrations from the 17th through the 20th centuries.
Walkinson Library, A-floor, Trinity College Library, through Friday, Augusl27. Monday and
Friday from 9:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.; Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday from 9:30 a.m. to 8:30 p.m.
Information: (203) 247-2001.
Senior Exhibition: painting, prints, sculpture, and drawings by seniors in the Trinity College
studio arls program. Presented by the Trinity College department of fine arts.
Wideiu'r (.iallcry, Austin Arts Center. Through Sunday, May 23, 1-5 p.m. daily. Free
admission. Information: (203)297-2199.
TIJjKATIjU ANUOANCIj
Trinity ('ollegt' senior performing arts thesis written and directed by Angela Grano that takes
audiences on <i hallucinogenic journey through the realms of drug use.
Uirnuiny I lall, Austin Arts Center. Thursday, April 15 and Friday, April 16,8:1.5 p.m. Free
admission. Information: (20.1) 297-2199.

BY PETER J.TALBOT
Arts Writer

One of the dancers is swept up
in the others' hands and they
pallbear her face-down to the
Though there's still snow floor. As the procession leaves
on the ground, spring hit the stage, she raises her arm, an
Garmany Hall last Saturday effect enigmatically emblematic
with a vibrant dance perfor- of defiance or humbled accepmance. The evening showcased tance.
the vital and imaginative choreMs. Sistare's new pieces
ography of Kristen Chun and showed her virtuosity and verNicole Sistare.
satility. It's a Groove Thing was
The program order took exuberantly danced to Lisa Lisa
no chances by opening with the and the Cult Jam's Let The Beat
previously performed KLF Hit 'Em, the six participants well
Dance, and closing with Kris ten's in sync with the music and each
award-winning First Breath, other.
Outta Breath. The apparent inIn contrast to Groove
tent was to captivate attention Thing's busy hip-hop was her

A Disturbance in the House, the evening's
highlight, was well tuned to Enigma's Mea

Culpa.
from the onset and send you
away appreciating the dancers'
and choreographers' work, but
a more daring choice would
have been more striking.
A Disturbancein the House,
the evening'shighlight, was well
tuned to Enigma's Men Culpa.
The music combines plain chant
with rain effects, drums, and
African wind instruments. The
dance was framed by a burial
motif reflecting thechant theme.
The costuming, monastic robes,
continued this musical reference. The middle section of the
dance used confused group
movement and athletic solo
work by Trevon Holliday and
Ms. Chun. The piece ends powerfully with the figurative burial.

spinning, smitten solo Did You
Know, which, as counterpoint to
Anita Baker's You Bring Me Joy
added a sweet, romantic touch
to the program. Sistare's
smoothly precise movement
provided a gentle intimacy
sometimes lost in the speed and
complexity of the evening's
other dances.
The ensemble's dancing
was very well coordinated
throughout, with particularly
graceful and strong performances by both choreographers,
Trevon Holliday, Shonda
Gibson, and Carolyn Merritt
Chris Hudacs' lighting was up
to its usually Ju'gh standards,
particularly in Disturbance's climactic burial moment.

Top Ten Movies Of AllTime

continuedfrom page 14
4. Witness: Yes, another usually tell when the gross parts
New choreographic works by Trinity College faculty and students.
Harrison Ford flick. This film are coming.
8. Terminator 2: I know
was so intense, and even though
(ioodwin Theater, Austin Arls Center. Friday, April 23 and Saturday, April 24, 8 p.m. For
it dealt with such peaceful char- I'll probably get some slack for
ticket information, call (203) 297-2199.
acters as the Amish, it kept you choosing T2 over the original
on
the edge of your seat. And Terminator, but I have to be true
RHAI)JNc;S
Rainbow Sun ml: Women Read til Trinili/ College. Readings by poet and lecturer Carolyn Forche, even though some of the scen- to my instincts. Terminator 2
was at the pinnacle of special
whose books of poetry include dithering ihe Trik's and 77/c Country Between Us; and Bessy Reyna, ery is incredible, it would still be
effects,hadan intricate storyline,
effective
on
a
small
screen.
whose publications include the book of poems tilled Termriwn and a book of short stories titled Ab
and Arnie was hysterical as a
5.
Untouchables:
This
is
a
Ovo. Book-.sii'nint' and reception will follow.
classic look at Al Capone, with machine learning how tobehip.
Goodwin Theater, Austin Arts Center. Wednesday, March 31, 8 p.m. Free admission.
quite an all-star cast: Kevin I could watch this movie over
Information: (?.0H) 297-24(18 or (203) 297-2011.
Costner (again; geez, he's ev- and over again. And the vioerywhere), Sean Connery, Andy lence isn't so bad in this one.
Garcia, and Robert DeNiro. It's After a 11, they're only machines.
9. Amazon Women on the
a little violent, but has great action, and the always popular Moon: Don't be scared by the
story of the lit tie guy, who, when title; it's not a porno flick. If you
he tries hard enough, can al- like really ridiculous, and even
stupid comedy, this film is a
ways get the bad guy in jail.
6. Major League: A lot of connection of short skits with
people probably wouldn't agree some recognizable actors:
with me on this one, but for Arsenio Hall, Steve Guttenberg,
some reason, I fell in love with Ed Begley Jr., Carrie Fisher, and
this movie. In its first week out many others. It's like one long,
in the theaters, I saw it four times, good night of Saturday Night
and even bought a Cleveland Live.
10. Ghostbusters: This is
Indians trashcan. It's a little
weird, I know, but this light, aclassiccomedywithsuch great
kind of senseless movie is the lines and completely absurd
type that makes you feel really situations that you just have to
laugh. It doesn't hurt to have
good.
7. Silence of the Lambs: A Bill Murray, Harold Ramis, and
totally gross movie, but incred- Dan Akroyd either, some of the
r
ibly intense, and the true defini- funniest people in Hollywood.
We invite any comments
tion of a psychological thriller,
this was one of the best-made back to us about these picks.
films ever. And it didn't go Heck, even tell us your own,
unrecognized, winning Best Pic- and if we get enough responses,
ture, Best Actor, and Best Actress we can always compile the rejust last year. This movie dis- sults to see what the rest of the
turbs you, so that you leave the campus thinks. Send your retheater kind of uneasy, but don't sponses to either Dana at Box
let it keep you away. You can 1193, or Chris at Box 1260.

Roggi's Garage

Mark Fantone • Wayne Roggi

10% Discount to Trinity Students and Faculty with ID

Transportation Back & Forth-Towing Services
Foreign and Domestic Auto Repairs
Prompt Service
30 Years in the Area
We Work on Most Trinity College Vehicles
We Are Reputable and Stand Behind Our Work
100% Guaranteed -^ ~~—
671/2 Madison St.
(Off Broad Street)
247-3493
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Pan African Alliance Hosts Important Event...

Panel OnShelfv. O'Neil A Good Lesson
BY KELLY CANRIGHT
Metro-Hartford Editor

On Wednesday, March 24
at 7:30 p.m., Pan African Alliance hosted a panel featuring
Professor Eugene Leach, Elizabeth Sheff, Courtney Gardner,
and moderator Professor James
Miller in the Boyer Auditorium.
The issues discussed centered
around the Sheff v O'Neil case
and desegregation in the Hartford public school system.
Professor Eugene Leach
and Elizabeth Sheff are each
plaintiffs in the Sheff v. O'Neil
case. Courtney Gardner, who
graduated from Hartford High
in 1965, is a member of the Hartford School Board. She has
worked for United Way and has
taught art for several years and
has been a supporter for multicultural education, Professor
James Miller began teaching at
Trinity in 1972 and is director of
the American Studies program.
Professor Eugene Leach
instigated the discussion by citing the historical precedence of
the Sheff case. In April of 1989,
the suit was filed and for the past
three years has been pending
with Judge Harry Hammer presiding. A verdict has been waiting since December of 1992.
The case encompasses several unique qualities as African
American, Latino, and Caucasian families are all representa-

tives as plaintiffs in a movement which will "attempt to
resume the progress of the Civil
Rights Movement." The case is
not going through the federal
courts, but rather, is going
through the Connecticut Supreme Court thanks to the
handiwork of John Britain and
others involved with the case.
Its singularity and original approach has been cited nationwide and even globally by
CNN, ABC, The New YorkTimes,
and The Economist of London.
Professor Leach went on
to discuss the case in the context of education. As a parent,
Leach feels that he should be
"primarily concerned about improving the education of Hartford children," as his two children are'presently enrolled in
schools in the West Hartford

that is and will grow to be more
and more multi-cultural, Leach
finds that "an adequate education is one that will allow children to adapt."
Leach discussed issues of
white flight and felt it a nearly
impossible option. He concluded by saying that "there
must be quality integration in
education; you can't have one
without the other." He also felt
thatSheffwasnotabouttomove
children around and simply use
bussing as the answer, but that
the case would demand a range
of reforms to improve the
schools,
'
Courtney Gardner was an
excellent guest and a dynamic
speaker who contended that the
Hartford school system is already fostering an excellent educa tion and does not need Sheffv.

From L to R: Elizabeth Sheff, Professors James
Miller, Eugene Leach, and Courtney Gardner.

problems of poverty, racism,
sexism, elitism, and all the other
isms this society suffers from."
Gardner commended the people
who put together Sheffv. O'Neil,
butargued thafwecannothave
an automatic solution when we
Gardner said, "I believe in integration as an reach a verdict... it is not at the
of revolution, but at the
ideal, but let's admit why we stagnate it, and hand
hand of collaboration that we
will be seen as equals."
why it was necessary to have a Civil Rights
As the debate continued,
movement in the first place. The... case
Gardner said, "I believe in integration as an ideal, but let's addeals with poverty, and the perceptions of
mit why we stagnate it and why
students by faculty and administration.
it was necessary to have a Civil
district. He went on to explain O'Neil's premise of realigning Rights Movement in the first
that racial isolationin the United districts or bussing children to place. The implications of the
States is no longer feasible be- ameliorate any of its problems. case deal with poverty, with
cause at present, the U.S. has a She argued that we were at a perceptions of minority students
25% minority which will rise to crossroad in the United States by faculty, administration and
one-third in upcoming years. as there are many changes tak- other students. Gardnerbelieves
In seeing that our society is one ing place in the family, in the that before integration is posrole of women, how children sible, "there is a catharsis this
view authority, and the role of country has to gothrough." The
the workplace.
debate ended in questions from
Gardner grew up in the the audience regarding economHolding fast To Principals.., Bond has been ordered housing projects and was in the ics and alternate solutions to
first grade when she was trans- Sheff v. O'Neil.
doubled for a Hartford elementary school principal accused of
Several members of Pan
dealing in narcotics at his own Rocky Hill School, The principal, planted to the idyllic setting of a
Valon Brown, continues to protest his innocence, wen in the face white picket fence and the prox- African Alliance were interimity of the local library and viewed about their educational
if what police now call "indisputable evidence-"
park. From that background, experiences. Gina MerriDropping Out,., Of first Grade?.,, Hartford's elementary Gardner decided to become an weather, '95 who is head of the
schoolsare beginning to noticesomethingmissing..,thesmdents! involved and questioning par- Community Relations Committee went to an East High School,
Since last year, infact, Hartford '& schools have recorded a precipi- ent.
As the Civil Rights Move- a magnet all black high school in
tous drop in enrollment of 379, almost as many children as in a
school itself. The recent drop raises questions about the recently ment has evolved from the Tennessee.
passed bond issue, raising more public monies for Hartford Emancipation of fhe slaves,
It was one of three in the
schools,
Gardner contended that we
must put education in its proper
FightL. A series of fights ripped Ihrough thesocial fabric at and modern context. "There are
Weaver High School last week, even leading to an early dismissal
last Thursday. Ten students were arrested, and charged with a
count of breach of the peace, when a fire alarm was pulled and
students assembled outside of the high school, where they began
to fight. A police report indicates the fight may have been a
quarrel between a group of African and Jamaican Americans,

Hartford In Brief

BETH PIRO

nation which provides special
programs for gifted students.
Later, she went to Taft and felt
that this helped her prepare for
Trinity. "I do think it is important for school age students to
experience as much cultural diversity as possible."
Dane Aiken '95 is an active member of Pan African Alliance who experienced a wide
variety of the high schools in
Hartford. He attended Weaver,
which had no white students, 45%Hispanics, and the restblack.
Then, he attended
Bloomfield which had 70% students of color and the rest white.
Later, he attended Avon Old
Farms where there were only
eightblackstudents. Aikenfeels
that desegregation is "very important because people develop
certain stereotypes when people
don't interact with people from
different cultures."
Carlos Espinosa '96, went
to Hartford Bulkeley High
School which was 53% Hispanic
and the rest, were black, white,
and Asian. He feels that "This
education is the best thing that
could ever happen to me because I got to learn more about
my own culture and yet, I got to
interact with people from other
cultures, and on an individual
basis, desegregation would have
ruined that experience."

YALE

Setting TheitStghts... State Republicansappear to haveset
their hopes on Nancy Johnson, Congrosswoman from the 6th
Dtetricl, to take a shotat Lowell Weicker, wUhformer Chris Dodd
opponent Brook Johnson tunning under her for Deputy Governor; she's got the charisma, he's got the money.
Should They Stay or Should They Go?,., towell Weicker's
administration seems to have taken one step backwards in its
support for the Hartford Whaler's, and a new "State Sport's
Authority" Bill thai many feel is crucial to keeping the Hockey
team in the city. During a State Congressional hearing, m fact, an
administration official refused to either support or belittle the
idea of a publicly owned authority that could build or buy sports
facilities.
Be Vewvy Quiet, We're Hunting Wabblts,., Be on the
lookout for a new Connecticut law banning drunken hunting.
Prompted by several recent accidental shooting deaths, many
Connecticut lawmakers are pushing for a law that makes hunting
under the influence of alcohol as Illegal as driving in. such a
condition.
Masses Heard... In a meeting variously described as "hectic," "chaotic," and "productive," 200 Hartford residents packed
a city council meeting last Monday, eager to speak out about
casinos. Speaking "pro" was former Senator Frank Barrows, who
argued for the jobs foat would be created by the new project.

Whalers
Update

The Hartford Whalers
struggled through the home
stretch of their season, losing
three of four last week, but still
coming through to take the
Minnes ota North Stars, in what
appeared might be another
bruising defeat in the clutch, a
situation the Whalers seemed
to be quite fond of.
Over the next week, the
team, a solid 22-46-5, will take
on the Boston Bruins, Pittsburgh
Penguins and Ottawa Senators.
While the Bruins are neck and
neck with Montreal for first
place in the Adams Division,
and the first-place (Patrick Division) Penguins have the
white-hot Mario Lemieux on
their side, the Ottawa Senators
are a dismal 9-61-4, a team
against whom the Whalers are
expected to have a fighting
chance.

SUMMER COLLEGE CREDIT PROGRAMS

For academically
strong high school
juniors and
seniors, college
students or
qualified adults
For information:
YALE UNIVERSITY
Summer I'mpniiiis
246 Church Si., Suite 101. Depl. N
New Haven. CT 06510-1722
I'lioiK'liO.i) i.^2 2130
Outside U.S. add $5.00 post;i

Humanities
Sciences
Social Sciences
Drama
Languages
Art
Writing Program
A Practical Approach
to Directing
(for Teachers)
English Language
Institute (ESL)
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Pleases Palate And Pocket

BY ALEXANDRA CAMPBELL
AND ANDY LEV INF.
Mi'lro-Hiirtfonl Writers

niously prepared sauce that will send
your taste buds waltzing. Actually, I
kind of want to dance just thinking about
it.
Alexandra: Chicken wings, not to
Great food al reasonable prices is
be confused with Buffalo wings, are also
sure to be found at The Reader's Feast.
But what kind of name is "The a favorite of mine. I was pleasantly
Reader's Feast" fora restaurant, you ask? surprised to find that these were not a
A very appropriate one, considering it is bright orange. In color, they actually
part of a bookstore. This is just the place resembled real pieces of chicken! Instead of deep frying, these lender morto go and feast your mind and body.
The best word to describe the at- sels were sauwhich
mosphere is Liberal, with a capital-!,, teed
which is suggested by the AIDS aware- caused them to
ness posters that adorn the walls. Near be juicy rather
the door is every imaginable type of pam- than greasy.
phlet for any and every left wing cause. The creamy
The Reader's Feast is definitely a place for herb dip served
social awareness. If you are notwilling to with the wings
be tolerant of other people's views and was a perfect
life-styles, then this is not the place for c o m p l i m e n t
and put the fiyou.
nal
touch on a
The spacious dining room has a
dish well prepleasantly cheerful appearance due to
pared.
the colorful contemporary art which also
Andy:
hangs on the white walls. A random mix
of table and chair sets, some wooden, U n l i k e
some metal, and some painted, fill the Alexandra, the
space. Despite this variety of features, true die hard chicken wing eater knows
The Reader's Feast has overall, a unified [hat bright orange, greasy, deep fried
and triple bypass are the four things that
appearance.
The menu includes both vegetar- should be associated with a no frills
ian and meat dishes, as well as a number order of this bar room delicacy. None of
of daily specials. liven though the selec- these characteristics were to be found at
The Reader's Feast. Rather, I was action seems small, it is quite varied.
For appetizers we shared chicken costed by what merely appeared to be
wings ($4.95) and cold sesame noodles baked chicken. But skeptical as f was at
first, I was soon shown the light by this
($3.25). Alexandra: For those of you that
light and healthy change of pace from
follow this column, I am sure you are
the usual. Accompanied by a sensaaware that sesame noodles are one of my
tional herb dip, this dish sent me begfavorite dishes and 1 sample them when- ging for more after I devoured the last
ever I get the opportunity. The cold precious wing. Don't be fooled by this
sesame noodles at The Reader's Feast are excellently prepared recipe. Try it. It
by far some of the best I have ever tasted. don't cost nuthin' (well actually, it does.
Wide udon noodles were covered in a But try it anyway.).
thick sesame sauce accented by chopped
Included with our entrees was a
onion and shredded carrots. Eyen though

Though Andy was disappointed with his entree, I...was
elated with mine. Salmon cakes were served on a bed of
fresh spinach, and crowned by small dabs of chili
aioli...only a genius could concoct such scrumptious
cakes...Andy kept sneaking bites while I was not looking.
the portion was plentiful, my last bite left
me yearning for more.
Andy: Although most of you would
ignorantly assume that good sesame
noodles are only to be found at Chinese
restaurants, the truth is, that this sesame
noodle fan has found the best at of all
places, The Reader's Feast. Unlike some
Chinese restaurants, The Reader's Feast
does not drown the noodles. Rather, they
add just the right amount of an inge-

tossed salad, which we both agree was
excellent. We highly recommend the
house honey-mustard dressing.
Andy: For my entree, I chose
Meatloaf ($6.50). Gauging from the delicious appetizers, I was preparing myself
for a loaf-o-heaven. Instead, I was
greeted by a loaf-o-death. This cold and
barren slab of beef could only be described as an overgrown McDonald's
hamburger. Aside from its unpleasant

AIlanKSmith
Writing Center
TNDIVIDUAL TUTORING
« All Week At 115 Vernon Street
Mon-Fri 1-4, Mon-Thurs 6:30-9:30
* Late Night At Marriott
Sun, Mon, Thurs 10 p.m.-12 a.m.

• Simply Drop In Or Call For
An Appointment
297-2468

temperature, bland appea ranee and poor
consistency, it was about as dry as a
Steven Wright stand up routine. If you
haven't figured it out yet, I'm trying to
get across that the meatloaf was not stellar. Don't have it, unless you are a fan of
low quality cat food. Meoooow!
Alexandra: Although Andy was
disappointed by his entree, I, on the other'
hand, was elated with mine. Salmon
cakes ($6.25) were served on a bed of
fresh spinach
and crowned by
small dabs of
" chili" aioli. It
must be known
that only a genius could concoct
such
scrumptious
cakes. These
must have been
particularly
good, because
Andy
kept
sneaking bites
when I was not
looking. Accompanying these wonders were a
wealth fresh vegetables, including zucchini, cabbage, and carrots.
Andy: For desert, I chose a brownie
with vanilla ice cream ($2.25). Let's just
say that the kitchen fully repented for
their sins with what was honestly the
most ammmmaaaaazzzzzing desert ever
sculpted by human hands! Smothered
by a hearty scoop of luscious Ben and
Jerry's vanilla ice cream, this slightly
warmed brown beauty was moist, chewy,
and absolutely tongue wrenchingly delicious. Filled with walnuts and rich chocolate chunks, this masterpiece left me

nearly unconscious.
Alexandra: When Hound out there
was carrot cake ($2.85) among the dessert selections my choice waseasily made.
Two layers of moist and flavorful carrot
cake were separated by the same richly
sweet cream cheese frosting that covered
them. In a contest for the dessert of the
year there is no question that Andy's
brown ie would win first place, however,
the carrot cake would definitely come in
second. This traditional favorite could
disappoint no one.
The Reader's Feastis located at529
Parmington Avenue, across the street
from those two establishments with
which Trinity students are oh so familiar, Kinkos and Cheese-n-Stuff. They
serve breakfast lunch and dinner Monday through Friday 10:00 a.m. until 9:00
p.m. and on Saturday from 10:00 a.m.
until 10:00 p.m. with live entertainment
in the evening. Sunday they are open for
brunch from 10:00 a.m. until 2:30 p.m.
Telephone: 232-3790.
Alexandra: For those of you who
are looking for a change of atmosphere,
but still want fantastic, home cooked food
at hard to beat prices, try The Reader's
Feast. They offer the type of meal that
will leave both you and your walletcompletely content. I give it a high rating:
four out of five stars.
Andy: This is the second time I
have been to this restaurant, and from
the great meal I had the first time, I am
assuming that the meatloaf was a fluke.
So with this in mind, if you are looking
for a great meal at a surprisingly low
price, the Reader's Feastis foryou. However, be prepared for a heavily alternative experience. Three and a half loaf-odeaths out of five.
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Harf/on*
Cinema City
Passion Fish (R)
Hear No Evil
The Crying Game (R)
Strictly Ballroom (NR)

1:00,4:00,7:00,9:40
1:30,3:30,7:40,9:55
1:15,3:45,7:30,9:50
1:45,3:15,7:15,9:30

East Hartford
Buster's Pub & Cinema
Forever Young (PG)

7:30,9:30

Showcase Cinema
CB4 (R)
Aladdin (G)
A Few Good Men (R)
Fire in the Sky (PG-13)
Homeward Bound (G)
Falling Down (PG-13)
Mad Dog and Glory (R)
Groundhog Day (PG)
Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles 3 (PG)
Born Yesterday (PG)
Point ol No Return (R)
Opposite Sex (R)
Married To It (R)
Leprechaun (R)

12:35,2:25,4:20, 7:20,9:15
12:30,2:20
4:10,7:00,9:45
12:55,4:10,7:30, 9:55
1:00,2:50
12:50,3:05,5:20,7:40,10:00
4:45,7:10,9:20
1:15,3:15,5:15,7:50,10:15
12:30,2:35,4:40, 7:05,9:10
1:20,3:25,5:30,7:35,9:50
12:40,2:45,4:50,7:15,9:25
1:05,2:55,5:00,7:45,10:05
12:45,3:10,5:25, 7:55,10:10
1:10,3:00,4:55,7:25,9:30

West Hartford
Elm 1&2
Untamed Heart (PG-13)
Forever Young (PG)
Sniper (PG-13)
Home Alone 2 (PG)

2:00,7:15
7:00,9:30
4:30,9:40
1:45,4:15

At The Movies
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amaskarfrom the Editor. I reDIGEST
gret to inform you that due to a
DIGEST
tragic pluming accident, Indian
DIGEST
DIGEST
Digest will not appear this week. InDIGEST
stead, this weekPrasant Snrbringsyou
a sampling of what was going on inside J nTHKST TNDT AN DIG
that head of his a few weeks back. Look for Indian Digest to ST
ST
return next week!
ST
Amidst the destructive qualities of any encounter ST
with another person, the introduction of names could be ST
looked at as die most prominent. When I came to this 3T
conclusion I was half drunk with envy and half with 3T
hysterical and untimely love for humanity and dirt. But 3T
1ST
in reality, and I haven't spent much time there, when you :ST
first meet someone new unless you forget the introduc- :ST
tion as you take in the rest of the situation. Then you ST
kind of find yourself asking all your friends what that ST
name was as you try desperately to commit it to memory. ST
It usually fails unless there is some connection you have ST
with the person and you can use that as a means of recall. ST
ST
But say you go through this temporary foray of ST
events and finally you know it. Are you going to ST
remember after the spring break, reading week, winter ST
vacation ends? Probably not, because it never achieved 1ST
the importance that most things you experience in ev- ST
eryday life do. Okay but you learn it again and then you ST
start using it and then what... you know the person. ST
Alright there you have it...a label, but now that label 3T
takes on another social dimension as you may use it to 3T
3T
characterize another personality, character or eating 5T
and drinking habits or how about what they do with 5T
their spare time: that is, read, write, exercise, do cross- 5T
IT
words, or fill tires with air at gas stations.
Maybe you fall in love or maybe you fall in hate. IT
Then the name becomes the point of many conversa- IT
3T
tions, bad and good memories. Its symbolic quality ST
assumes prolific proportions. It almost takes on a life of ST
its own. Or maybe it's a good person to call if you need ST

N

to borrow a car, or more likely a set of good radial tires :ST
for your new car, which you would like to pump air into ;ST
at a gas station. It can also be the only name you can >T
recail as a person who lives here, there—the backwoods, :T
the frontwoods, the house, the home. You have some- IT
one who can be termed "old reliable." That little name ST
can turn into something of a password to your most ST
sacred dreams and your most feared. The name be- ST
ST
comes a monolith of something mentally bigger than ST
yourself, but physically smaller usua lly. It can carry one (T
to high repute or uncertain downfall and if it happens to ST
be a unique name, that is not ordinary among the plethora ST
of names you might hear in everyday passing. Lawrence IT
for instance, but definitely not the only one. But ST
FRGTYHREW for instance-now that can change things. 1ST
First of all your teachers may query as to whether :ST
you have a nickname or not. They will always remember
that name. When you meet people they may use the
words "dude" and "fella" and "you" a lot to get out of
pronouncing the name FRGTYHREW. You would be
surprised to know that most people do not know how to
pronounce this name even though the trained eye can
nail it down in a couple of tries. I mean it is pretty
obvious that it is pronounced...well you know.
People will even go to the extent of creating a
nickname for you, in the case of Lawrence for obvious
reasons. But we canbe sure that when they did it to Nick, ST
that kid probably wasn't too psyched because rather s r
than shorten, they lengthened it.
IS
"They" refers to the people who changed his name iST
and no one else's except the people who may have had ST
1
some influence on those people who were changing Sr
S
Nick's name. Nick must have been incensed when he or
she found out about the whole fiasco with the name :s
;ST
stuff.
•s r
But in order to serve the common welfare of his •S'
following he lengthened his or her name to shorten ours. 1ST
Thanks a lot Nick, and for that matter all you Nicks out ;ST
there deserve some acknowledgement for preserving S
•s
the name of the original Nick.
js
As the tradition continues, we will hail it as one of ;s r
our greatest triumphs for all those not named Nick, but IS
for those of us named Nick we shall forever understand
the agony induced and bear it like a cross. What Nick
gave will not be forgotten and he or she shall be martyred
for a good time to come.
"NICKKNACKPATTY WHACK BAKER'SMAN
BAKE ME A CAKE AS FAST AS YOU CAN." How los
we would be without this very small but profound piece
of sentence.
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Campus Buildings And Trinity History

So Who Were These Guys?
Avenue from 1874 to 1891, and Student Center, named after curnow the two Trinity dormito- rent Trustee Chairman Alfred J.
Senior Editor
Koeppel.
ries carry on that tradition.
The same goes for buildAlso dubbed as a result of
On one hand, we have
ings
bearing
the names of Marthe
contest
were
Anadama,
FroWheaton, Williams, Jackson,
tin
W.
Clement
and George M.
hman
Robb
(once
two
seperate
Smith, Ogilby, Funston, and
Jacobs— campus buildings with buildings which were connected Ferris.
One of the more entertainmonikers so appealing that in the 1980s), and Little on CresPresidents of this College de- cent Street, Park Place and ing stories about a building's
cided to adopt them as sur- Bordwalk on Allen Place and name surrounds Jones DormiDoonesbury on Vernon Street tory. That building was going
names.
—all
of which had gone by their to be named after a major donor,
Then there are North
until his son was reportedly conCampus, High Rise, Vernon street address until that time.
Frohman, Robb, and Little nected with an interstate prostiStreet Dormitory, the President's
House, and 70 Vernon Street. were the architects of Trinity's tution ring.
The building was then
Who would want to give them- Chapel, which was completed
selves such burdensome names? in 1932. Park Place and Board- named after Allen Northey
Oh I'm sorry, have I got walk were named after the high- Jones, an alumnus and Trustee.
est priced real estate on a Mo- Jones had helped to raise money
the cart before the horse?
game
board. for construction of Goodwin and
We recognize the signifi- nopoly
cant contributions of people to Doonesbury took the name of Woodward dormitories, which
this instuitutionby tagging their the Gary Trudeau cartoon and were named after two former
name on an edifice. It is our way Anadama was a kind of bread. Trustees, James J. Goodwin and
of saying, "Thanks for making
Most of the other build- P, Henry Woodward.
this a better place. You will be ings on campus were named
In any case, it is time to
permanently remembered."
after alumni or friends of the give some b uildings names other
In addition to the eight College who verified their than those which merely define
former Trinity Presidents, we friendliness by donating or rais- their architectural design or geographic location
have immortalized novelists, ing a heap of cash.
architects, bishops, major doDon't get me wrong, I
Such is the case with the
nors, a cartoon strip, and game two most recent additions to the think "Four Story Victorian
board real estate on plaques campus skyline: the Smith Gothic Brownstone on the
around our 96 acres.
House, named after Allan Quad" would be a fine name for
I think it's time to pay Kellogg Smith and Gwendolyn a dormitory, but I think
hommage to a couple other his- Miles Smith, and the Koeppel Northam Towers is better.
torical Trinity figures. It was a
great gesture to hang a portrait
of Marjorie Butcher in MCEC,
but why not name the building
after her? And what about poor
old Mr, Wean? (I admit I am
assuming he is, or was, old and
Mr., but I would not guess him
to be poor.)
Class of '93ers and their
elders will remember that before the advent of the Student
Life Resource Center, Wean had
his very own lounge. Granted,
"Wean" lacks poetic grace, but
"slerc"?
We have shown respect
for Downes, McCook, Mather,
Wiggins, and Elton, but not
former Trinity Presidents Totten
or Thomas Pynchon (not to be
confused with the novelist by
the same name).
How is it that Steve Austin (a man barely alive), who
besides being a fictional character, didn't even attend Trinity, is
honored with an entire building
while Former President Flavel
Sweeten Luther gets only a
plaque?
I say, we can rebuild him.
BETH PIRO
Or at least his legacy. And I
want to know Who the Phi Befa Above is 7Q Vernon Street, which was formerly the home of the
_...„
.,__ was that
_. Religion and Philosophy Departments, and before that was
Kappa triple
major
r
namedahugedormafterCookie * a u ed St. Elmo's Hall. Below is the President's House, as seen
from the
Jarvis.
Chapel. What will we do with it now that there is no
Butseriously,folks,Ithink .President within? In the background stands a mysterious tower
it's time for another contest like rumored to be on top of St. Anthony Hall.
they had in 1981. That year,
they renamed nine residence halls.
To mostcampus residents, Clemens and Stowe
are inanimate structures
which fellow students call
their home-away-fromhome. Whatmoststudents
probably do not know is
that through that contest
those two dormitories were
named after two of the most
famous writers in American history.
Samuel Clemens and
Harriet Beecher Stowe
were next-door neighbors
on Hartford's Farmington
BYRICKZEPNIK

SUZANNE FAU.ENDER

FEATURES
Author Explains Controversial Bus Article
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BY JONATHAN HEUSER
Features Editor
Last week's article Connecticut Limousine And World
Hunger Co Hand In Hand, I Guess

caused an outcry of proportions
uncommon on our often apathetic campus.
I wrote the article, and
frankly was surprised by the
magnitude of the complaints
about the piece. I feel that the
article was largely misinterpreted to be something it was
not, and that these misinterpretations grew wildly for several
reasons, not the least of which
was a lack on an explanation by

the author. Here I will attempt
to rectify this situation.
The incident described in
the article happened some time
ago, so the ideas and descriptions presented may not be the
exact truth, but are as accurate
as I can remember.
I attempted to use this incident to illustrate how easy ills
for one person to judge another
merely on the basis of outward
appearances. In the story, I leap
to certain conclusions about
people I encounter on a bus trip,
but make an effort to stop, take
a step toward objectivity, and
reflect carefully on my thoughts
at the time.

???Did You Know???
Did you know why we move our clocks an hour ahead
in Spring lime? Daylite™ Savings time begins a week or so
after the first day of Spring each year, and we move our clocks
ahead one hour, losing an hour of one Sunday, but gaining
another hour of daylight each evening after that. Originally,
lime like this was unregulated by the government, and cities
and towns adjusted their own time schedules accordingly.
The time could vnry from town to town, and from state to
.sidle, creating untold confusion. Some towns found it easier
tt> keep the same time year round, so as to be in syncronicily
with the National Clock in Washington D.C. In the Midwestern states, the nation's breadbasket, farmers during the haivest season would slay out as late as possible to harvest food
quickly, and in the towns that did not ever change their clocks,
it was extremely dark before the farmers left the field to return
home for supper. Asa resul t, every year there were hundreds
of tragic tractor accidents, as weary and sun-blind farmers fell
asleep at the wheel of their tractors and ran into poles, fences,
livestock, school busses, or neighbors' fields. Then, on April
2,1942, during the height of World War Two, Congress passed
legislation creating a regulated system of time changes, thus
creating Daylite Savings Time™.
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1 1/2 cups chopped leeks (whites only)
1 teaspoon olive oil
8 ounces (2 cups) Jarlsberg Lite™ Cheese,
shredded
1 cup buttermilk
1 tablespoon Dilijan Liquid Spice Chili™
1 tablespoon liquid spice thyme
1 tablespoon liquid spice dill
1 tablespoon liquid spice garlic
1 1/4 cups any style Kelli's Kavli
Krispbread Krumbs™
1 tablespoon paprika
6 whole chicken breast cutlets (about a
half a pound each)
Before chopping leeks, wash and drain
thoroughly. Heat olive oil in skillet and
saute leeks over high heat (two minutes).
Cover and steam over low heat eight to ten
minutes, or until very soft. Add a little
water if leeks begin to brown. Transfer
to a bowl; add Jarlsberg Cheese™ and
buttermilk. Mix well; set aside. Combine
liquid spice chili, thyme, dill, and
garlic. Add Krispbreadkrumbs™ and paprika.
Mix well and let stand five
minutes, then blend in two teaspoons leek
mixture; set aside (but if it begins to
feel left out, you may still speak to leek
mixture). For each roll, lay one whole
cutlet over three eight-inch pieces of
kitchen string. Spoon on one third of leek
mixture; top with another cutlet. Tie up
strings to hold roll together, securing
end with metal skewers or well moistened
wooden picks. Rub liquid spice mixture
gently over the rolls. Grill or broil on
high, eight inches from heat, turning to
brown all sides, twenty five to thirty
minutes or until done. Or, bake at 400F
8 on the rack for thirty minutes. Slice to
| serve. Makes six generous (and yummy)
\servings.
^

Why did I draw certain
conclusions about these people
whom I had never talked to, and
whom I knew nothing about,
based on little other than what
they were wearing or the way
they looked?
From here I attempted to
link this specific incident to a
wideroutlook. WhenweatTrinity College, who, regardless of
economic standing, are generally considered to be a privileged group attending a small,
expensive private college, make
judgments about the happiness
of the "poor" and "underprivileged" both inside of the United
States and out, we are doing
exactly what we should not:
judging people or groups of
people on purely superficial criteria. We do not know the
people, but for some reason we
assume that they are unhappy.
As an example, I used the
Hunger and Homelessness
Awareness Dinner. I was assigned to be a Polish Farmer.
How would that Polish farmer
feel to know he was being portrayed as some unhappy, underprivileged person by American college students? He may
well be and probably is quite
content.
My point, in the end, is
similar if not identical to the
points made by many of my
detractors. That is, we should
find it neither legitimate nor
right to judge solely on superficialities, whether they be clothing, color, hairstyle, economic
group, lifestyle, nation of origin, or whatever. At the same
lime, it is easy for any one of us
to do just that. My article was
supposed to be illustrative of
this point, while encouraging
everyone to think twice next
time it happens to them.
The piece was not meant
to be an attack on any ethnic
groups, and for those who found
it to be so, I sincerely apologize.
I admit to not knowing how
deeply painful stereotypes can
be to people.
I certainly am not omniscient and do not hold the answers to the world's problems. I
am a student, just like most of
you, and prone to making mistakes here and there along the
way to becoming wha t might be
considered an educated citizen.
The more effort we make to understand one another's points
of view, the more complete our
educations will be.

Find Jonathan!

Courtesy Bill Watteison

Last week Jonathan was
flying off of a cliff in the
mountains of the Sierra
Nevada Range, near the
King's River Valley. This
week, Jonathan is keeping a
low profile, so if you see
him, keep it to yourself.
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owdy, and welcome to
Indiana digest. My name
is Bob Howard- er -Bobby
Joe Howard and I'll be your host
today. I tackle my task half
heartedly, as I can't help but feel
that I was strong armed into writing for the Features section.
You see, I'm a Sports editor and since we despara tely needed
a crew article for this week, I figured that I'd ask features
editor and rower extraordinaire Jonathan Heuser '93 to
write the article. However, when I asked him, he peered
down over the end of his garcia-vega, blew smoke in my face
and told me that the only shot I had of seeing a crew article
was if I profiled a person from Indiana.
There was a method to his strong armed tactics, for I
was born in Indiana, and some how Heuser had found out
this privileged information. I lied and protested that I had fj/
no ties to Indiana, hated the Hoosiers, and wanted nothing
to do with his stupid section. But the smoke kept billowing
from his mouth and I was having a difficult time breathing,
so I told him that I hoped that throat cancer was not far off
and that I would write his Indiana article if he wrote about
crew.
I was born in Indiana, but by the time I was seven
weeks old, I was old enough and wise enough to realize that
my jumpshot wasn't good enough to make a high school
varsity team, so I'd never amount to anything as a Hoosier.
I rounded up the folks and headed for greener pastures- in
New Hampshire of all places. I've never been back to
Indiana.
I figured that I'd have to find some one from Indiana
to tell me wha t the place was like, for although I remembered
most of my experiences there, the state could have changed
in the past twenty-one and one half years. The first person
that I thought of was Keith Bryant '93, but then I remembered that he's from Gary, an industrial town that borders
on Chicago. Gary really isn't in Indiana, rather it is a part of
II li nois that spilled over into Indiana, Don't ask how I know
this, I just do. Keith was out.
So I picked up the directory and started with the A's.
Sandra Mali Barkman was the firstperson from Indiana that
I came across. I knew her story before I even picked up the
phone. Fla t land, small house, rail fence, big barn, grain silo,
hoop, tractors, rusted outchevys on cinder blocks. You gel
the picture.
Hell, I figured, I don't need to talk to her, I can figure
out her life story. Every day her dad would put her on the
tractor, drive her down the mile long drive way where a
yellow bus would take her to a place loosely referred to as
"town," where she'd study things like "the history of Indiana" with a bunch of kids with two first names.
Her dad meanwhile would park the tractor on the side
of the road, sit in his dirty overalls on the rail fence, chew
tobacco, spit a lot, look up and down the long flat road that
stretched for miles in both directions, say "boy" over and
over to himself, and wait.
As a kid, she shot baskets in the hope that one day she
would be the next Jimmy Chipman. Her mom had a framed
picture of her holding a basketball to her hip and an ice
cream cone to her lips. Then one day, she came home with
some boy who looked like a cross between John Cougar
Mellencamp and Larry Bird, and her dad said, "Billy Ray
what are you doing with my daughter?" Billy Ray's feet
started to sweat.
The real Mali was no where near this exciting. She was
some sort of carpetbagging transplant who arrived via
Connecticut and Miami who went to the Midwest because
her dad was transferred there (he doesn't sit on fences). She
said that Indiana is great, and that "it really grows on you."
(Cancerous tumor?) She lives in Bloomington, which is "a
great college town" (Hartford?), and has begun to bleed
Hoosier red. "Bobby Knight is great."
I asked her if she lived on a farm (but I did not tell her
my thoughts about her dad sitting on the fence all day). "No
but I live next door to one. It's all really flat out there and
there's lots of corn." (I bet) She said that she only knew one
farmer, and that he didn't wear dirty over-all and John Deere
hats and sit on fences, but "was a real nice guy."
We discussed famous people from Indiana, but could
only come up with the names of men. Dan Quayle, Larry
Bird, DonMattingly, Tommy JohnJohnMellencamp, David
Letterman, and Bobby Knight graced our list. Mali and I
agreed that she should strive to be the first famous woman
from Indiana. I suggested that she could run for President
of Indiana, but I imagine that Dan Quayle would probably
like that post.
Mali was a delight to speak with and she concluded
our interview with "Nothing like this has ever happened to
me. I don't know what to say." Namaskar.
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Learning to Appreciate Beauty Kill Your Ignorance, Go Abroa
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BY AMY TATKO
BY PAUL WASSBRMAN
Dialogue Editor
Dialogue Writer
I dreaded arguing withher. Sitting around the kitchen table, sipping herbal tea
Why are you really here? Besides the formula of high-school then college then
maybe grad-school and then make lots of money, buy a house with a white picket and eating Entemann's cookies all those cold winter nights and humid summer eves,
fence, have your 2.5 children an live happily ever after, why do we need to leamthis I sometimes would feel the tears well up inside of me and ultimately reach my throat
stuff? Most of us will never use Calculus or have need of our 19th century European where .they would culminate and hurt. She was brilliant and quick, possessing a
Literature course when we are in the corporate world.
sharp mind and a storehouse of facts. She knew how to defend her own views, listen
When we say that someone is smart or well educated are we then saying that attentively to all others, and rip apart those with whom she disagreed. She was openind is
his mind
is full
full of
of impractical
impractic information? What is the point of cramming our brains minded, analytical, insightful, and the object of my fascination and envy.
"
i knew only how to control my emotions and mutter that I really did not feel
full of random facts and ideas when we already know the formula of work" hard,
like
arguing.
But I did want to argue: I wanted to understand myself and my views
make money and be successful? The answer is beauty.
and
present
them
in a powerful and convincing manner. I wanted to destroy my
Doubtless that a well educated human is interesting to talk to, and her lack of
ignorance impressive, but does this make her a better person? I mean are you really ignorance forever and create and utilize my own neglected intellect.
That's why I'm here— to journey through my mind, your minds, our library,
going to college to make more money than what you would after graduating highthe
halls
of Seabury,and my professors' offices and build myself intellectually,
school? Or to put it this way, if high-school grads made the same, or sometimes even
better salaries than college grads, would you still attend college? I would. It is not academically, and personally. I believe there are four integral aspects to a fine college
all about money, it is about happiness of which the contemplation of beauty is many journey: know thyself, bond with your fellow humans, hit the books long and hard,
day in and day out, and gain perspective by spending a semester/year away from
times the result. Education increases our capacity to appreciate beauty,
Abstract art is a perfect example of this truism. The uneducated person looks campus. This four-tiered philosophy and I have enjoyed a most incredible adventure
at abstract art and makes comments such as, "My two year old kid could do that," together these last few years, and we have learned that balance is indeed the golden
This person is missing out on the rare opportunity to see beauty, to increase rule of this wild, wacky, challenging thing called college.
We, as students and thinking humans, pursue the first three Golden Rules
understanding and to gain happiness. This is just one example; art, of course, does
throughout our four Trinity years. By living with our peers and participating actively
not affect everyone in the same manner.
One good question to ask yourself is would you rather be ignorant and rich, or in organizations and events around campus, we learn how to think more analytically,
understanding and poor? Another way to ask this is which choice benefits human- express ourselves more effectively, and socialize more comfortably and maturely.
kind more? For this question the answer is obviously the latter choice. Almost all Indeed, the liberal arts colleges generally provide an ideal atmosphere for pursuit
great developments in history have been made by educated men: the ideas of and fulfillment of those aims, as well as baffling opportunities and facilities for hardequality, democracy, Marxism, the theory of relativity, evolution, the inventions of core academic growth. Yet it is the fourth purpose of the college experience which
is fundamental and pivotal to our intellect, self-awareness, and character.
the printing press, light bulb, recycling.
Go away! Leave Trinity at least for a semester, and go anywhere, ideally to an
Some say that ignorance is bliss, and for those who seek comfort in dark places
exotic faraway land. As many of you may notice, I write, talk, and think constantly
this cliche rings true.
and enthusiastically about my glorious year in Russia. It is a permanent and valuable
aspect of my very being. The adventures, studies, soul-searching, and relationships
which I discovered and created for myself last year stand as the foundation for my
understanding of humanity, myself, and the world at large.
BY EMMA IRVINE-ROBERTSON
The experiences I endured and enjoyed could not possibly have arisen here at
Dialogue Writer
Trinity. When you live in a foreign land; travel for seemingly endless hours on
It could be argued that there is a fundamental contradiction when it comes to planes, trains, and buses; and live independently and distantly from your support
the notion of "college education." In order to expand our minds, gain new perspec- system of relationships and familiarity, you must make decisions and formulate
tives and learn about the world around us— we gather on a small acre of green, shut opinions which are truly your own. Upon returning to Trinity, you possess not only
ourselves off and immerse ourselves for four years. While many talk of the potential a plethora of first-hand experiences and bits of knowledge, but you also have
for "claustrophobia," the routines, the slanted view of life - we are supposedly being achieved a deeper understanding of yourself, your campus, and your world. Nothmoulded into well-rounded human b eings. Often many of our childhood classmates ing can equal or imitate time spent abroad.
who have chosen the workplace instead, although they may lack long-term goals,
Now when 1 sit at that kitchen table and sip tea with my soul friend, we create
possess a realism and maturity that ironically many college students of the same age
a harmony of discussion, as we both share and contribute equally and express our
ideas and selves clearly. The knowledge and relationships 1 have a ttained at Trinity
In practical terms, the college campus is a place where people gather to share continue to aid in my growth and destroy my ignorance. However, without that
ideas and where a central book source can be conveniently located, but ultimately we fantastic year in Siberia, I still would be sipping tea with tears in my throat.
can only be at college to find new opportunities with which to equip us for the rest
of our lives. Not the corporate contacts that aid an easy slide into the old-boys
network but the opportunity for travel. Years from now it is the year/semester
abroad or open semester that will have left its indelible mark on our thoughts and
goals. College gives us the structure to travel; we have the energy and the youth but BY SHARA ABRAHAM
perhaps more crucially of all we have a financial structure that will never present Dialogue Writer
itself again. Not only does time abroad come under college financing but many find
Prestige. For a great many of us prestige is what drives us to excel. We seek
it significantly cheaper than spending the equivalent time at Trinity.
Those who voluntarily shun the world and instead opt for an extra year of fame and recognition in all of our endeavors. Having labored away in high school
the long walk— as beautiful as it may be - boggle my mind. Not only is it a sad waste it only seems fitting that the college search begins with names, specifically prestibut at some level it seems hypocrisy for any individual who genuinely values self- gious names of institutions of higher learning which would reflect our efforts and
improvement and learning. Thankfully many Trinity students do see the light. accomplishments in high school. After four years of high school we must admit that
Perhaps I'm biased, as I'm currently on my junior year abroad here at Trinity, yet we all desired a college or university "with a name." The caliber of the Trinity College
coming from a country where really only language majors and American studies student is undoubtedly associated with such a drive for prestige.
I must admit, my college choice did in fact reflect the search for prestige. I
majors can go abroad, I am fully aware of the international minds that may be sitting
attended a large high school numbering near 3,000 students, twice the size of Trinity,
around me in Saga.
First impressions are unavoidable and human: for me, those who smoke and Understandably, I was just a number at Council Rock High School. I thought being
those who put on blinders to the rest of the globe, opting instead for safety, accepted to and enrolling at a large university with a well-known name would
convenience, and routine are beyond my comprehension. Just as I cannot grasp the compensate for years of unspoken and unnoticed achievements. At the time my
mind of Rush Limbaugh, I cannot grasp the minds of those who believe travel has brother was a sophomore at the University of Pennsylvania—I couldn't remain in his
shadow forever...
nothing to offer them— all seem simply pitiful.
Trinity College didn't exactly have a well-known name around my peers. It
shouldn't be surprising, then, that as my friends sent back their acceptance cards to
Cornell, U. Penn, UVA, and the like, I was discouraged. Yet as I look back on that
horrid period of my life— the college decision process—prestige really didn't control
BY SADIA MOHAMMAD
•
'
my college decision. I am no longer affected by the superficial guidelines of high
Dialogue Writer
school, namely the importance of the name of a college or university. Trinity has
provided me with a great many benefits I would not have found a t a larger university.
I have come a long way since we were first dragged to school by our parents It's only fair to oneself, and to Trinity, that Trinity students look beyond the name
amidst violent protests. We all, more or less, chose to come to college of our own free and begin to look within.
will. When asking myself why I was in college I remember what I was first thinking
when I applied to colleges; I wanted to get an education, to study all the things I had
always wanted to and to somehow "grow " as a person. Why couldn't I just do those
When we graduate from college, most of us will never again read, Sure
things at home reading the books I wanted, I asked myself.
we'll pick up the newspaper, flip through a magazine, or read light novels for
I said that it was because of the intellectual interaction with other students and
entertainment, but never again will our thoughts and values be as vigorously
professors, and the intellectual environment that would make all the difference. I
challenged and open to reassessment as they are during these four years.
could not deny the idea that this is the more acceptable way to go about it in society's
Nietzsche will never again lead us to break with part of our pve-collegiate
eyes, and that it would also be nice to get away from home.
thinking; Dostoevsky will never again lead us to re-affirm other parts. In college,
what kind of human being we were, what we are, and what we will be is
Why do I enjoy learning though? I do not always enjoy the work it entails but
questioned— all at once,
the readings themselves are always interesting, Aristotle said that the love for
knowledge was embedded deep in the human psyche, This is why we enjoy forms
^ • Time somehow converges here. College marks a.break with the past yet a
of art which are essentially imitations of reality and allow us to view it without
cunous affirmation of it, It is an eager an&ipationof the future yet also a readily
getting personally involved in it, so we can view life from a distance and learn from
Accepted postponement of it. College is a time, not a place, where all this feeling
it.
•
'
.
'
.
•
• ' .
.
.
and energy converge, It Is a time for change and exploration in an atmosphere
It is far too easy, however— as I find myself getting lost in a cycle or escapism
inherently volatile and prone to conflict. Taken all together, these qualities
along with most of the students here— to lose sight of my reasons for being in college.
represent not a drive to seek and find truth, but rather an attempt seize
And 1 often wonder if I could not have received the same education on my own in
knowledge and from it construct truth, for oneself,
some other way, and whether I am here because its a surreal break for me before I
have to finally go and face reality beyond the realm of books.
______„
Thomas /. Caihuo, Dialogue Editor

The International Opportunity
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The Prestige Behind The Title

Gaining Acceptance In Escape
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"o-Captain
BY BO HEWITT
Sports Writer
If you would like to see a
dazzling combination of grace
and skill this spring, come by
the tennis courts to watch senior
Tom Renter play. After a year's
hiatus from the Trinity Men's
Tennis team,Reuterreturnsonce
again to contribute formidable
talent and leadership to the
squad; he will act as a co-captain, with fellow senior Andy
Brick, and he will compete for
his customary number one position,
Inspired by the example
of his athletic father, Keuler began playing tennis at the age of
six in his hometown of Duillier,
Switzerland. As truly gifted athlete, Tom played many sports
well. At the same tender age as
when he began to play tennis,
he also began his successful soccer career. In fact, during his
freshman year at Trinity, Tom
competed on both the Men's
Varsity Tennis Team as well as
the Men's Varsity Soccer Team.
At the age of eleven, Tom
began to play tennis in a more
intensive manner, which included rigorous training and
frequent competition in tournaments. Just three years later,
Tom began representing tennis
clubs in league competition in
addition to playing in tournaments (unlike the American system, European athletics put a
heavy emphasis on club competition).
By his early teens, Tom's
career looked extremely promising, and he seriously contemplated leaving school to pursue
a future in professional tennis.
Interestingly enough, his father
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Set To Be The Ace

had been confronted with a simi- ity Men's Tennis gained a new
lar situation in his youth when and inspiring coach, John Anz.
he was drafted by the New York Under his more focused guidYankees. After weighing the ance, the team's motivation was
options, both father and son re-invigorated. Moreover, stiff
opted for education, and in ret- competition for the number one
rospect, Tom is very glad he position inspired a high level of
made this decision.
play, and Tom had to play conAfter finishing his Euro- sistently well to maintain the
pean educational requirements top position.
at sixteen, Tom followed his
Although tennis is an inolder brother's example and dividual sport, Tom is very
came to the United States for much of a team player, and his
further education. Two factors attention constantly centers on
made the Americaneducational the team as a whole. For exsystem particularly attractive to ample, when asked about his
Tom: he would learn English, impressive play sophomore
and he could continue to pursue year, Tom responds in typical
sports and education simulta- fashion, "I felt a responsibility
neously,
to the team to play my best.
His first year was spent Knowing that you are part of a
at Wooster, a small high school team acts as a spur."
in Danbury, Connecticut, and
During his junior year,
his final two years were spent at Tom studied in Freiburg, GerNoble & Greenough, just out- many. This was the first real
side of Boston.
break that Tom had taken from
During these years, Tom tennis in fifteen years, and he
continued to play tennis, as well felt that this rest was necessary
as basketball and soccer, but he because tennis was becoming
lacked the intensive coaching stagnant for him.
and competition he had enjoyed
After hanging up his rackin Switzerland. Nonetheless, ets for a semester, Tom re turned
due to his own motivation and home for the summer with his
diligence, Tom continued to appetite for tennis renewed.
improve and he maintained his During the summer, with his
European ranking when he re- motivation on overdrive, he Tom Reuter '93 has returned to lead Men's Tennis.
turned home during holidays.
practiced five hours a day on ago. He was very talented then, has been frustrating, Tom deAs graduation ap- the courts, and he competed but now he packages this talent scribes the team's morale as
proached and college loomed quite successfully in tourna- much better."
good, and he is "...very optimison the horizon, Tom's decision ments. It was the best and most
With professional tennis tic and excited for the team to
of schools was clear. After the inspired tennis he had played in no longer a goal, Tom strives to excel as a whole."
initial visit, Trinity topped his a long time, and Tom eagerly play his best to represent TrinAfter graduation, Tom
list. During freshman year, Tom anticipated his senior year at ity, and while doing so, he main- hopes to utilize his international
played on an older and talented, Trinity.
tains a very positive attitude and experience and language skills
if somewhat relaxed team. Once
in some sort of international
Coach Anz. sees a marked a sense of fun.
again propelled by his own difference in Tom's play. He ••
Tom thoroughly enjoys sports marketing capacity.
motivation, Tomplayed the first; comments, "Although untested his role of do-captain, and this While he plans to spend the imand second positions alter- so far this year, Tom seems to be responsibility further inspires mediate future on American soil,
nately.
a dramatically more intelligent- him to play well, Although the he plans to return to Europe
In his second season, Trin- player than he was two years inclement weather this spring eventually.

Profile: Gammons Keeps Going The Distance
BY BRIAN WOODWARD
Sports Writer

Before Debby Gammons
'93 sophomore season at Trinity, she had never run in a track
and field event or entered a cross

country event. Debby had
played other sports competitively, but she had never raced
competitively.
Yet in her first season of
track and field competition ever,
Debby won the "triple-crown"

Debby Gammons' 93 bounds along,

(NESCAC, New England, and
ECAC Championships) in the
10,000 meter event.
What Debby has been able
to accomplish in just two years
is mind-boggling. Growing up
in Pennsylvania (although her
family currently resides in
Bayhead, NJ), Debby was an
exceptional athlete.
At her high school, the
George School, Debby played
four years on the Softball and
field hockey teams. By Debby's
senior year she was intent on
coming to Trinity. Debby explains, "Trinity was my first
choice. I got in early. I liked it
for its small size and its academic reputation."
Debby was planning on
participatinginTrinity's athletic
program, it's just that Debby
ended up in a sport she had
never tried,
"I was planning on playing field hockey and softball. I
just didn't have enough time
freshman year. I also wanted to
get adjusted," insists Debby. So
instead of playing a sport, in her
leisure time Debby would run
quite a bit.
Debby still had no intentions of running competitively
until her friend, Carrie Pike '93
(who is a teammate of Debby's
on the cross country and track
team), convinced Debby to try
cross country.

Debby made a big impression racing for the first time in
her life, becoming one of the
team's top three runners. This
past season Debby was a tricaptain on the cross country
team.
Debby decided to try running track and field's longest
distanceevent, the 10,000meters
(25 laps around the track). If
Debby's success on the cross
country team was suprising, her
performance on the track team
was incredible.
That 1991 season, Debby
captured the triple-crown, a feat
many runners who have been
racing for over half their lives
never accomplish. Debby was
stunned at her success at the
10,000 meters, "I didn't think I
was going to like running track
as much as cross country. As it
turned out, I realized I was better at track."
The 10,000 meter event is
twice as long as a cross country
race, which is only 5,000 meters.
That is why Debby has come to
like the 10,000 meters so much
because as she says, "the longer
the better."
Last season Debby came
close to duplicating her sophomore feat by capturing the
NESCAC and New England
titles. She missed the third leg
of the crown and finished third
at the ECAC's.

The team had a terrific
regular season record in 1992,
going 4-0 in dual meets. Unfortunately injuries hurt the Bantams at the NESCAC Championships, where they finished
sixth.
Debby is looking forward
to the 1993 season, as she and
Jackie Kupa '93 will co-captain a
young squad.
Debby would obviously
like to repeat her 1991 performance, but, "I am more looking
forward to qualifying for nationals. That means I have to
take 25 seconds off of my time,"
says Debby.
Debby is a history major
and has a few ideas about what
she wants to do after graduation in May.
"I want to move to Boston
and pursue a career in sports
journalism or sports media,"
explains Debby (by the way
Debby is related to baseball's
Peter Gammons).
Debby feels that whatever
she decides to do, her cross country and track experience has
been very helpful.
Debby comments, "I think
it has made all the difference.
Running hasbeen very, very important. I had such a positive
experience, it has given me so
much confidence. I feel like I
can run a marathon." She probably can.
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Track Heads Outdoors
BY ADAM DUNN
Sports Writer

As spring rolls onto the Trinity
campus, the Women's and Men's Track
and Field team prepares to compete. The
team, like all other clubs on campus, has
been hurt by the late snowfall. They have
been practicing in the field house. Although the season is beginning slowly,
there are high expectations on both
squads as neither the men nor th e women
lost many athletes to graduation.
The women hope to improve on
last years fine season. They posted an
undefeated dual meet season, and
slipped, due to injuries, to a sixth place
finish in the NESCAC. Senior co-captains Jackie Kupa and Debby Gammons
lead a team which will rely on a strong
sophomore class to make a run at the
NESCAC title.
At the top of the class are Christine
Seigfried and Michelle Stone. Siegfied
will compete in 400 meter run, the 4x100
and the 4x400 relays and the long-jump.
Last year she did not compete at the
NESCAC meet due to injuries. Stone
holds the school record in the 100 meter
sprint and competes in the 200 meter,
4x100 and 4x400 relays. She placed sixth
at the NESCAC meet last year and third
in New Englands. Erin Bassler, another
stong sophomore sprinter, competes in
the same events as Stone. AlishaWayman
rounds out this quartet of sophomore
sprinters as the top 400 meter runner of
the group.
There are high hopes that Cathy
Sanders '96 and Jessica Grade '96 will
contribute to the scoringin the 100 meter
intermediate hurdles and the 400 meter
low hurdles. Addingmuchneededdepth
to the sprinting corp are Yarel Silverio

and Rima Doshi, both freshmen. With
eight women competing in seven events
including two relays, the sprinters will
have to rely on good fortune and significant contributions from freshmen to stay
healthy and competitive this year. If
they do stay healthy, the team will almost certainly do well because what the
Bantams lack in depth in the sprinting
events, they have in the distance events.
Senior Debby Gammons leads a
talented group of long and middle distance runners. Gammons holds two
NESCAC, two New England and an
ECAC title in the 10,000 meters. Seniors
Karolyn Kinsella and Carrie Pike, junior
Debby Watts and sophomores Alexis
Colby and Danielle Slepian are the core
of a strong and deep distance group.
They are joined by freshmen Amy
Marcotte, Lucy Craig and Christine Kelly.
While Gammons chases more honors in
the 10,000, she will also compete in some
of the shorter races, either the 3,000 or
5,000. The other runners will compete in
the 800, 1,500, 3,000, and 5,000 meter
events.
Field events look to be strong, if
not particularly deep for the Bantams.
Senior co-captain Jackie Kupa hopes to
improve on her second place finish in
NESCAC last season. She holds the
school record in the shot put. She also
consistantly scores points in the javelin
and discus. Sophomore Lisa Michelizza
placed fourth in the hammer throw and
discus events at last year's NESCAC competition, and set the school record in the
discus. She also competes in the javelin.
Rounding out the field events,
Colby hopes to makes an impact in the
high jump. In the long jump, Siegfried
looks to do. very well after missing last
years NESCAC due to injury. She willbe

Yussuf Khan '93 and Cuong Pho '93 train for the up coming season
joined by Gracie. Katheryn Sanders '96
looks promising in the triplejump.
Although the women have not yet
practiced outside, the team looks as if it
will improve on last years sixth place
finish. They will have to depend on the
talented sophomore class and a deep
distance squad. The field house has not
obscured the outstanding efforts of the
freshmen, and hopefully they will look
as good outside.
Don't doubt that this year's Men's
Track team will be exciting. With a spectacular core of sprinters and the addition
of some valuable freshman, look for this
team to jell and make a run at the
NESCAC title.
In the field events the Bantams
have little experience, but it seems that
an influx of freshman may overcome
this. Tiger Dugan '96 and Philip Reardon
'96 will compete in the shot-p ut, hammer
and discus under the expert tuteledge of
coach Irv Black and Trinity alumnus J.B.
Wells.
Senior IDP student Bill Pedace returns to compete in the hammer throw.
Senior Brian Johnson hopes to match or
beat his sophomore fifth place finish in
the javelin. He will be joined by Tom
Aiken '94.
In the high jump freshman Chris
Edenbach looks good at practice and
hopes to contribute. Edenbach will be
joined by freshmen Shawn Marshall and
Myron Thomas in the triple jump. Thomas had a good indoor season and all
three appear to be strong competitors.
The strength of the field events is the
long jump. Seniortri-captainjosh Bruno
was last year's NESCAC runner up, and
he is joined by Thomas.
The distance events are improving
under
coach George
Suitor.
Letterwinners John Fitzpatrick and Steve
Harding will be joined by seniors John
Ives and Gordy Wisbach, junior Adam
Dunn, sophomore Chris Bride and fresh-

men James Woodworth and Etienne
Shanon. A junior, Harding competes in
the 5K and 15K events, while Fitzpatrick
is the ace in the 800 meter run finishing
fourth at last year's NESCAC meet.
Watch out for the Bantam sprinters. Tri-captains John Mullaney, Josh
Bruno and Yussuf Khan lead a deep
group of seasoned sprinters. Mullaney
and Bruno are two of the fastest individuals in the NESCAC. Last year, while
Mullaney was sidelined by injuries,
Bruno placed second in the 100 and 200
meter sprints and set a school record in
the 100 meters. Mullaney's and Bruno's
times are very close in the hundred, and
it will be interesting to see who finishes
their career on top. Senior Cuong Pho
will join them in the 100 meters.
ThestrongestpartofTrinity'steam
this year will be the men's 4x100 relay.
Last years team was very good. This year
freshman Myron Thomas will lead off
the team, which includes Mullaney,
Bruno and Tim Yates '94. Collectively,
they aspire toward a national berth.
Khan leads the 400 meter sprinters. He has improved his already
respectible times and hopes to attain allNew England status in his last season.
Joining Khan on the 4X400 relay will be
senior Craig TenBrink, freshman Chris
Bonny, and Yates.
Freshmen Anthony Rocco will take
up the 110 high hurdles for the team
while junior Mark Doherty will run the
400 in termed iate hurdles. Freshman Rob
McDaniels and sophomore Tom
McDavitt will certainly make contributions in the sprints over the course of the
season.
Head coach Ed Mighten has high
hopes for this season, which begins over
spring break in Florida. The core of
sprinters will look for solid support and
consistanl scoring from the distance and
field events to drive the Bantams toward
a NESCAC championship.

Baseball Outside
The Baseball team finally made
it outside this past Friday as temperAtures soared into 60's. Although the
team was only able to practice on the
tennis courts, it was an encouraging
sign for a heretofore disappointing
spring.
Coach Bill Decker has been
stressing the fundamentals. Above,
the Bants work on pick-off plays to
second base, despite the teraus net in
the middle of the mock infield.
Although the conditions on. the
Tennis coutst may not have been any
better than the field house, the pi avers
were happy th&tthey could finally see
the seams rotate on the ball. Now, if
we only had grass courts.
Earn $500-$1000 Weekly
stuffing envelopes. For details,
RUSH $1.00 with SASE to:
GROUP FIVE

57 Greentree Dr., Ste 307
Dover, DE 19901

For information, call 1-800-KAP-TEST

KAPLAN
The answer to the test question.
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The snow is gone...
but most definitely not forgotten. The
persistent snow has kept every Bantam team in
the fieldhoMseforthebctterpartof two months.
AI though it is al most completely gone, the fields
are for from playable, and, some games have
already been cancelled.
Head Baseball coach Bil I Decker supposedly told his team (hat he did not expect the
field to be ready until this Saturday and that
was before the recent rain. Lacrosse has been
able to play on astroturf,but they too will nolbe
able lo practice on their ownfieldforafowmore
days.

Themostrecentscheduleincludes these changes:
BASEBALL
Rescheduled
3/24 ALBERTUS MAGNUS &. :
: '
4/27 at Alberttts Magnus to .' :
;
4/25 ALBERTUS MAGNUS (doubleheader)
Cancelled
3/20atHaverfdrd
3/21 at Swarthmore
MEN'S LACROSSE •
Cancelled
•
3/20 at Alfred
3/21 at Alfred

Sports at Trinity this week
SOFTBALL
4/3 WHEATON (doubleheader)
4/5 TEIKYO-POST
TENNIS
4/1 HOLY CROSS
4/5 COAST GUARD

WOMEN'S LACROSSE
4/3 TUFTS
TRACK
4/10WESLEYAN
BASEBALL
4/8 CLARK

Senior L'exi Rice of the Women's Lacrosse
team is this week's Athlete of the Week. In the
team's 19-11 victory over Mt. Holyoke this past
weekend, she tallied five goals. In their first outside competition of the season, Rice showed that
she is going to pick up right where she left off last
season, when she recorded 37 goals. Congratulations, Lexi, for being the Athlete of the Week.

Notable...

Men's Lax
Colby (1-0)
2-6-3-4 15
Trinity (0-1)
3-2-1-1 7
Goals: Colby; Bill Bush (4), Brent McLean (3),
Jeff Harris (3), Creighton McDonald (2), Dave McKee,
John Stanley, Andrew Colligan. Trinity; Mike
Robinson (2), Mark Kastrud (2), Luke T,ansill, Greg
Cartin, Brian Oliver. Saves: Colby, Thomas Harrop
11. Trinity, Ed Ronan 21, Cam Hopkins 1.

MEN'S LACROSSE
4/8 UNION

Athlete of the week...

Women's Lax
Trinity (1-0)
11
8
19
Mi Holyoke (04) 6
5
11
Goals: T-Lexi Rice (5), Whitney Cranis (3),
Grace Cragin (3), Sarah Berkman (3), Lindsey Davison
(2), Robin Leary, Braxton Jones, Kara Ryzcek; MHAllison Pierce (5), Clara Eowron (3), Liz Marzolf (2),
Julie Erikson. Saves: T- Deb Nicolls, 5; MH- Liz
Doering and Meg Larned, 17 combined.

Hey, so you're pissed off that your spring
break was shortened? Or possibly the fact that it's
later than just about every other school in the
nation has got you a little peved? Well, how do
you think the athletes feel? Not only has the
weather been obstinate all spring, but while the
Bants have been floundering in the field house,
their competition has been basking in the Florida
sun.
Amherst, Wesleyan, Williams, and Conn
College, to name just a select few, have spent a
week honing their skills in the grapefruit league.
Then when these schools got back home, most
found indoor facilities which are considerably
larger than our own (but that's another issue).
Trinity's coaches have done their best to get their
teams' ready, but if the Bants start a little bit slowly
don't be surprised.
This little notable is not intended as an excuse for any team, but it is something that should
be taken into account. No NESCAC school organizes their schedule based on athletics, but somehow everyone else managed to get the jump on us
this spring. We shall see if there are any consequences in the coming weeks.

Coaches Have High Expectations For Rowers
the heavyweights captured the
New England gold medal and
and I am psyched that we are the Dad Vail silver.
"The late start has made
moving so well after getting on
the water so late. People in the things a little difficult," exboat have a goad attituide and it plained Novice Men's Coach
is a showing in our speed," said Mike Irwin, "Racing season is
just a week away, and we picked
Graziadei.
"We have some very up six new oarsmen this springquick, very competitive varsity that's a significant number of
crews, which can be very suc- new guys to start so late. At the
cessful. It's going to be in the same time, I finally have the athcrews' hands," said coach Fluhr. letes to go out and compete at a
Coach Moore expressed high level."
"Both my heavyweights
similar sentiments.
"Everything we need to and my lightweights are in a
do is within [the varsity similarsituation. We have three
women's team]," she explained. new heavies and three new
"They have the potential and lights- now its a question of getthe ability- they just have to be- ting them confident. They have
lieve in themselves. They must the ability." Success, explained
be able to perform in practice as coach Irwin, is by no means aswell as races for them to come to sured for his squad, but is well
within their reach.
believe in themselves."
"It will take the course of
The varsity women will
be led by Helena Chandler '93, the season for my crews to deAanika DeVries '95, coxswain velop. There is a lot of room for
Amy Fisher '94, Kristin Johnson improvement, but I am optimis'95, captain Amy Morse '93, tic that the people I have can
Janna Roop '95, Kisha Savage repeat last year's success and
'95, Suzy Stevens '95, Jess Weld defend our position as New
England Champions," he said.
'93, and Betsy Yahn '94.
"The potential and the
"Our numbers our small
bull think wearea strong crew," people are here, but we need
everyone to make the decision
illuminated Morse.
"We want to make sure to win and to make the committhat racing is fun, and to win, ment [to winning]. They have
somewhere or another they're torealizethattheycandoit. The
going to have to decide to have varsity should be our example."
The outcomes of novice
fun and win," explained coach
Moore. "Our goal is to medal at races, especially the springtime
events, are unusually difficult
New Englands."
New Englands hold spe- to predict because many rowers
cial significance for the firstyear have never competed in the
men's team, Last year's novice short, intense 2000 meter sprints
lightweight boat turned in a characteristic of the spring seasolid season performance, and son.
continued from page 24

Find Jonathan! Crew prepares for the upcoming season on the Connecticut River.
At the same time, every
competing school fields a brand
new novice squad each year,
making consistency nearly impossible.
If success in the longer,
slower fall races is any criterion
forjudgment, this year's Novice
Women's team should find itself atop (or, perhaps ahead of)
the pack, after winning both of
its fall regattas.
Another exceptional aspect of the women's first year
squad is its size. "We should be
good," said Novice Women's
Coach Heather Smith.
"Based on our numbers,
to have two eights of Novice
Women on the water is unusual.

We have a lot of depth and everyone is working very hard.
We are mentally and physically
strong. They did well in the fall
racing, and they are excited to
race again now. Even I am
excited," Smith said.
"This spring has been
hard because of the weather. It
makes it difficult to feel that racing season is really so close,"
explained coach Smith, as she
told why she expects to chalk up
an impressive record. "My
women are capable of overcoming what they need to, and they
want to do it. That is half the
battle."
This past weekend the
varsity heavyweights practiced

with Brown in Providence,
Rhode Island, and next week
both the varsity heavyweights
and varsity lightweights will
have a scrimmage with Yale on
the Derby River in Derby, Connecticut.
The first race of the season for all squads, men and
women, varsity and novice, is
Saturday, April 3 versus the
Coast Guard Academy in New
London, Connecticut.
Saturday, April 10, the
teams take on University of
Massachusetts and Holy Cross
at Worcester, Massachusetts and
on April 17, both squads will
battle Georgetown in Mercer
County, New Jersey.
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Women's Lax Thumps Mount Holyoke 19-11
BY BOB HOWARD
Sports Editor

The Trinity Women's Lacrosse
Team got their first outdoor experience
of the year last Saturday and came away
with a victory over Mount Holyoke 1911. The game was played on astroturf at
Springfield College, because the fields at
both schools were unplayable.
Ithasbeena difficult preseason for
the Bants, who were never able to practice anyplace larger than their field house.
Because of the rotating schedule in the
field house, Coach Robin Sheppard did
not have one practice where the entire
team was present. Nevertheless, Trinity
came away victorious on Saturday.
"I was incredibly nervous going
into the game, because even though we
have been stronger than Mo unt Holyoke
through the years, they had just returned
from a week of games and scrimages in
Florida," stated coach Sheppard. "We
were fortunate that we got the win."
She added, "We didn't play especially well, especially in the first half, as
ittook us about ten minutes to simply get
our bearings." It was a one or two point
game for the first twenty minutes before
Trinity's defense stepped up and made
some key stops.

The defense was led by co-captains Braxton Jones '94 on the right wing
and Jill Griffin '93 on the left wing.
"Braxton and Jill played great games.
Over allit was not a great game for either
team defensively, but those two really
did what it took for us to win the game,"
Sheppard said. The Bants led 11-6 at the
half.
In the second half Trinity dominated the midfield, as the Bants challenged all passes between the thirty yard
markers and completely intimidated
Mount Holyoke.
Eight different Bants scored and
the offensive stars for Trinity were Lexi
Rice '93 with five goals, Grace Cragin '93
(3 goals and 1 assist), Sarah Berkman '96
(3 goals), and Lindsey Davison '94 (2
goals and 1 assist).
Sheppard said that the bench
played especially well. Amy Moore '95,
Kara Ryzcek '96, and Ashley Gilmor '95
all contributed nicely. "Overall I'm disappointed that we gave up eleven goals,
but I'm extremely happy that we won,"
Sheppard concluded.
The Bants' schedule is still somewhat undetermined. The Bants were
supposed to play at Smith today, but as
of Sunday, Smith's field was still
unplayable and more rain is expected

Loses 15-7 at Springfietd Col
BVMARKGKUBA
Sports Editor

At long last the Trinity Men's
Lacrosse team began its season over
the weekend, but the lack of outdoor
practice was dearly evident in Us 157 defeat at the hands of Colby.
Due to the inclement weather,
the game, which was originally supposed tobeahome contest, was played
on an astroturf field at Springfield
College. Despite the lack of full-field
practice, the Bants came out quickly,
taking a 3*2 advantage in the first
quarter.
Freshman Greg Cartin notched
has first goal for the Bants in the-period. Mark Kastrud '94 scored the
second goal for Trinity and Mike
Robinson '94 fired home the first of
his two goals for the 3-2 edge.
The lead did not last long, however. The White Mules of Colby
stormed back with six goals in the
second quarter and look an 8-5 halftime lead* Scoring his first goal for

Women's Lacrosse opens with a 19-11 thrashing of Mt. Holyoke.
this week.
Conn College is slated for Thursday, and their fields were supposedly
playable, but if the rain keeps up, then
that game may also be doubtful. Trinity
should host Tufts on Saturday, but our
fields have some of the poorest drainage
in the NESCAC, and the chances of that
one happening is slim.

FILE PHOTO

The Bants have abusy spring break
slated. They travel to New York for
games at Hamilton on Tuesday and
Skidmore on Wednesday, before returning home to host Colby and Bates on
Friday and Saturday. With these four
games in the span of five days, it will be
a critical period for determining the success of the Bants this spring.

Grew Team Primes For Spring
Trinity in the quarter was L
'96. Brian Oliver '93 had the other.
The kck of full-field practice
began to take its toll on the Bants in the
second half, Colby outscored Trinity
7-2 in the half, breaking open a relatively close game.
Kastmd scored his second goal
of the game in the third quarter, to go
along with two assists, to, the fourth
quarter, Robinson pumped in his second goal of the contest as well.
In the net, freshman Kd Konart
made 21 saves and Cam Hopkins '93
had a save as the Bants were put under
repeatedpmsureby the Colby attacit.
The road ahead for Trinity,
which continues to play without the
services of injured co-captain Jim
Hazeliort '93, will continue to be affectedbyflheweauvw, The fieldhereat
Trinity remains unplayable as a result
of the rain over the weekend, and the
forecast is for more- win this week,
Theteamhopes toplaygames at
Conn College tomorrow and at Tufts
on Saturday,

BY JONATHAN HEUSER
Features Editor

It's early on Saturday morning and
Trinity's campus is still. A lone figure
treads the Long Walk on his way through
the Goodwin Arch and down toward the
athletic center. He walks alone at first,
but soon is joined by a few other figures,
and by the time the group arrives at
Ferris, there are nine men assembled. It
is Trinity's varsity heavyweight crew.
Throughout the rest of the early
morning hours, groups of twos and threes
wander to the same pick-up point at the
side of the Ferris Athletic Center. Men
and women, freshmen through senior,
steel themselves in the icy morning air
for several hours worth of hard work on
the Connecticut River, for racing season
is at hand.
The crew team has almost eighty
members, yet is one of the lowest profile
teams on campus. The squad practices at
Trinity^ Bliss Boathouse in East Hartford, and races at points all over New
England. Even home races are an hour's
drive away.
The long winter has hit the crew
team hard. While other outdoor teams
have been able to move their practices
indoors to wait out the snow and ice, it is
difficult to accurately simulate the environment of a river or lake indoors.
Training on the ergometers and in
the weight room got the team physically
conditioned, while rowing in the tanks
provides an opportunity to perfect the
technical aspects of the sport. Only on
the water, however, can a crew truly
prepare for the grueling races which lie
in store.
"For this time of year, considering
how long we've been on the water, we're
doing just fine. We are technically very
solid, and just have to learn how to be
more aggressive," explained Varsity
Women's coach Stephanie Moore of her
crew,
"Technically, we're better in years

past, but of course it is difficult to compare," Head Coach Steve P. Fluhr agreed,
and continued, "also, we are fitter than
ever before. In the late fall and early
winter, our work was not at this level.
Then, in the early weeks of February, we
had an eye opening experience in the
Trash-B erg[ometer] races. It helped the
whole program, and let us really begin to
work off one another."
"We have been hurt by lack of
water time, but everyone we will race
against is in the same predicament,"
explained Mr. Fluhr, lamenting the poor
weather and ice filled water which has
lead to dangerous conditions on the Connecticut River.
"If heavyweights have a problem,
it is their youth and lack of experience.
The lightweights are an older group, but
many have been away from the sport for
a year or two," he said, "so much of our
work will be building confidence."
The varsity lightweight program
will be led by a core of seniors. Going
into the first race of the season, coxswain
Rachel Totman '93 will guide Tim G.
Woodcome '93, Jonathan E. Heuser '93,
Co-captain John J. Graziadei '93, Luke L.
McCarthy '94, Josh E.M.T. Whittemore
'93, Jason B. Saltzman '93, Piper G. Skelly
'93 and R. Basil Grace '94, who will
struggle against competitors and the 155
pound average weight requirement.
The varsity heavyweight eight
finds Jake Gillis '95, Jeremy Wilmerding
'95, Jeff Pennington '95, Dave Cotta '94,
Jon Carney '95, co-captain Dean Rubino
'94, Tucker MacLean '95, and Tim
Chisholm '95 behind their oars, and coxswain Dan Roth '95 behind the wheel.
Competing in the varsity four for
opponents' shirts and for seats in the
eights are coxswain Julie Baker '94, Alex
Ladd '95, Graham Johnson '94, Adam
Kreisel '94, and Tom Zaharavich '93.
"This season has the potential to
be the best season we've had for years.
This is the fastest boat I've rowed in here,
please turn to page 23

